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ABSTRACT 
This report covers the overall specification development of Virtual Busin css 
Center subsystem The main objective of this project i to develop an c-commer 
website that can cater for the online purchase-selling processes pccificall for 
student. With this system we introduce a unique feature of the system - Prepaid 
Token System. 
The first chapter of this report is to explain briefly an introduction to the 
whole system - E-Market. It covers overview of the project, problem pecificati n, 
its objectives, project scope, expected outcome and project chedule . hapter two 
will cover~ the literature review. This part di cu se the topic like ca e tud on the 
existing system on the internet, the definition of thee- ornrncrcc term, the work now 
technology, scripting technology, hardware and oftwar tudy and ecurity i sue 
had been looked at. haptcr three will discu the V model where have been used lo 
develop thi ystem. hapter four focused on the y tern analy i and the 
requirements identified ba ed on the problem pecification defined earlier. The la t 
chapter here will cover the s tern ar hite lure design, databa e de ign, now chart 
and the interface de ign. 
The language that I am u ing in thi · stern i EN LISI I. En ili rh 1 • a 
language that will become more and more ommon ar und the orld. 
Thi • stern is target to the local uni .rsiti ·s stud int that is not afford to ha · 
their own r idit .ard. I think all the Ii. inl uni ·r it should in 'CH por 11 • with this 
advances stern to let their tud mts shur this nd un ·c Icntur '. 
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1 Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1. 1 Ov~rview 
Electronic Commerce used an electronic form to implement any 
business process through network. Electronic commerce is much broader and 
encompasses many more business activities than just web shopping. Some 
people is using the term electronic business when they talking about electronic 
commerce. 
E-Market is an ideal from me and my partner that is a system imilar to 
the integration of e-Procurement and virtual trading center. This y tern 
provides a good and wide opportunity for student (as upplier) to advertise 
and sell their second hand products and tudents (a bu er) to buy econd 
products from supplier or ellers. -Market provides auction activities and 
purchase-selling used books among student. 
The main powerful unique feature that provide by the -Markct y tern 
is the electronically making payment - lcctronic payment. Elc tr nic 
payment allow payment t be made through prepaid token system. Thi ideal 
is similar to a user who bu a prepaid rel ad card and appl ing a few . implc 
steps to reload the air time credit of the mobile phone. Pr-paid tok in · st .rn is 
specifically de igncd for stud ·11t ' sa c, and the u rers (students ur • 111..! ids t > 
buy Gt reload card at an sp ·i icd pla · 'S in or I r to duiu • th 1 s .llin i-bu in' 
pro ·os. thr ugh th' n I. Th r 'l\!\011 v h intm luc this p1 pnid tok 11 s t 1111 
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to the student because most of fhe local universities students don't have the 
credit card. 
E-Market system consists of six modules, namely supplier 
management, customer management module, financial management modul , 
user management module, trading module and auction module. 
E-Market System 
Administrator Subsystem 
Supplier Management Auction Management 
ustomer Management Trading Mana icment 
Financial Management scr Management 
Figure 1.1 E-Market ystem Diagram 
1.2 Introduction Virtual Business Center Subsystem 
Virtual Busine enter ub . tern is m final car projc ·t tit I'. 
hosen development for this sub tern is becau 'C I realized that man I' th' 
local uni crsitics student. arc diffi ult to sell their use I te: t hooks and us' 1 
prOd\JCI and who racing the Iinan ·ial problem: alv a s dilf ·ult to ) 'l th us. I 
text books to minin izc the f iaancinl l urd ·n. Sn. this subs stem is pin ides n 
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place for students (buyers and sellers) to meet and do their buying and selling 
processes. They may just sit down at home and browsing the net and they can 
easily do the buying and selling process among the students. 
This Subsystem provides a wide opportunity for sellers to advertise 
and sell their second hand products and buyers to buy second hand products 
from supplier or sellers. Tf all students make use to this coming Virtual 
Business Center web site, it's a very wide opportunity to selling used products 
and buying some cheaper used products just with a single click. 
This Subsystem consists of three module , namely user management 
module, trading module and auction module 
1.2.1 User Management Module 
The prime function of this module i to a sist admini trator to organize 
users' particulars in an efficient manner. Thi module store personal profile 
for student or potential u er who will be the cnd-u er to this system. 
1.2.2 Auction Module 
Auction module pro ides 'l virtual au tion cone on web sites. It allows 
bidder to compete for their d sirablc produ ·ts v ithout tr l lin 1 to tu 'lion 
center. 
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1.2.3 Tradlnq module 
This is a fascinating module which is designed to cater for the needs of 
users, Available features including updated catalogue, newest bulletin and 
special product request form. This module also provides searching feature that 
allow users to search their interest used products and the buying and selling 
process will incur here. 
1.3 Project Motivation 
1.3.1 Current situation 
Undergraduates have long been hampered by financial burden of 
purchasing expensive textbooks as consequence of shipping charges that 
incurred. Moreover, most textbooks are only applicable for short period, a 
semester or a term. Likewise, undergraduates who intend to ell their u ed 
textbooks can hardly find their way out. 
Similar problem is also applicable to other u ed products, which 
important for undergraduates as auxiliary necessity. 
In most of the local universities' campu there has b en no used 
bookshop that is able to assist students in buying u ed textbook . ing to 
limited social circle of tudents, the alwa s find the diff 'ulti 'Sin bu in 1 and 
selling used textbook at a lower pri 'e. Without a 1 'II ·rnl platform lo 
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exchange information, purchasing used textbooks with cheap price seems to 
be a difficult task. 
Currently available online shopping web sites likes amozon.com, 
buysell.com and etc. are specifica11y established to suit the favor of working 
personnel with stable financial ability. For instance, these web sites will 
require payment in the mode of banking transaction by using credit cards, 
which most of the undergraduates lacking. This situation presents a problem to 
undergraduates who intend to do their purchasing through those web sites. 
1.3.2 Solution for the Current Situation 
By introducing the Virtual Bu inc s enter ubsystem ystcm, it i 
expected to resolve those mentioned problems. Virtual Business enter 
Subsystem w111 offer a centralized platform for undergraduates to exchange 
information on selling and purchasing used products. Moreover this market 
place integrates several choices of same used products at one time, which then 
allow purchaser to make comparison. Therefore Virtual Business enter 
Subsystem is able to cultivate the concept of wi c con umcr within 
undergraduate. 
Since the Virtual Business Center ub ystem s 'tern i focusing on the 
welfare of undergraduates, who an; financial! in sapable i.c. do not possess 
credit card), the prepaid tok n ystcm v ill enable undcrgraduul ._, to ur .hus 
5 
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desirable used products without credit card. In addition, used products are 
selling at reasonable price. 
1.4 Project Objectives 
) With the electronic form of transaction can reduce paper usage and the 
transaction cost that occur in the business transaction processes. 
) Promote small-scale enterprise which is labor-efficient and time-saving and 
offers secure online payment by using prepaid token system. 
) Proyides an electronic virtual center to undergraduate who are interested in 
purohasing and selling used reference books and used product. 
} Promotes wise consumption idea among students m purcha ing reference 
books, 
) Encpurages respect for intellectual property through purchasing genuine text 
books with lower prices, and thereby reduce piracy among undergraduate . 
);.. Proyides an electronic market place to enable saving in term of money and 
time for undergraduates. 
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1.5 Project Scope and Expected Outcome 
Generally, E-Market can be divided into six modules, which are 
supplier management module, customer management module, financial 
management module, auction module, trading module, user management 
module. 
1.5.1 Prc;>ject scope of user management module 
~ Develops a web-based management system to manage user particulars. 
~ Provides online registration for new users. 
1.5.2 Expected outcomes of user management module 
).- Allows users to update their personal particular. 
~ Allows users to view their own account profile. 
>-- Allows users to top up their prepaid token account. 
1.5.3 Project scope of auction module 
~ Develops a web-based management system to manage auction. 
~ Proyides an electronic market place for auction. 
1.5.4 Expected outcomes of auction module 
).- Allows web-based auction to tak pla c. 
).- Automated inter-exchange of ucces fol bidder's and 0\1 n •r s iontu 'ls. 
7 
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1.5.5 Project scope of trading module 
~ Deyelops a web-based management system to manage electronic market 
place. 
~ Creates user friendly electronic market place 
~ Proyides online catalogue for user viewing. 
~ Provides on line newest bulletin to acknowledge user. 
~ Provides online request form. 
~ Proyides secured online payment. 
1.5.6 Expected outcomes of trading module 
} Allows online purchasing. 
~ Allows particular request from users to purchase desirable books. 
~ Allows simple payment through prepaid token system which is feasible for 
students. 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
Table 1.1 Project Schedule 
June July !August Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 
Project Stage 
123 4 123 4 1234 1234 123 4 ] 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1 
Preliminarv Study and Planning ~ 
Literature Study 1 
Requirement Analysis i::\\"'': '''';:J '":,,.,, 
System Design 
Documentation Phase I I 
Program Design 
Coding I I 
Unit & Integration Testing 
I~ System Testing 
Acceptance Testing 
I ' •,, . ·•.·. '"! Implementation and Maintenance .. ' 
Documentation Phase II ~ 
9 
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2 Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
2.1 Comparison with Exiting System 
2.1.1 Case Study on BuySell.com (www.buysell.com.my) 
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. Figure 2.1 Home Page for B11ySell.com 
Previously BuySell.com 1s calling Lelong.com. There re-brand the 
site name to BuySell.com which have a better reflect to what their do and 
fulfilling their v1s1on to be the Preferred Online Trading Community of 
products and services for both individuals and businesses. 
BasicalJy this web site has five main module· namely Buy 'ell 
Auction, BuySell Directory, BuySell Shop, BuyScll 'crviccs and Buy 011 
Communities. 
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2 Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
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2.1.1 Case Study on BuySell.com (www.buysell.com.my) 
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Figure 2.1 Home Page for BuySell.com 
Previously BuySell.com is calling Lelong.com. There re-brand the 
site name to BuySell.com which have a better reflect to what their do and 
fulfilling their v1s1on to be the Preferred Online Trading Community of 
products and services for both individuals and businesses. 
Basically this web site has five mum modules namely Buy 'ell 
hop, Ruy ell Service Auction, BuySelJ Directory, BuyScll and AuySoll 
Communities. 
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BuySell Auction allows users post their items for auction or as a 
classified posting. Businesses can continue to use this channel to sell their 
items through auctioning or sale by joining our Merchant Program. 
BuySell Directory caters for individuals and businesses that do not find 
Buysell Auction or Buysell Shop practical. They may choose to promote their 
products and services by listing themselves in our directory. This online 
directory will list individuals and businesses under relevant categories and will 
have powerful search capabilities to search by keyword, state, township and 
the specific product or service category. 
BuySell Shop will be a new channel where businesses can set up a full 
online e-commerce shop front or just promote their products and ervices by 
setting up an online line catalog. All businesses in our shopping channel will 
be able to participate in the Buysell Auction to clear their inventory through 
auctioning or at special Sales prices. 
BuySell Services will aggregate all the value added online ervice 
such as e-courier, e-prepaid, ipayment, download ring tone and will in future, 
include other additional services such as SMS, hosting, and m-commerce, to 
name a few. 
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Lastly BuySell Communities allows members of the communities to 
discuss, share opinions, ask question, seek assistance, gives advice, product 
review or just chit-chat using the forum format. 
2.1.2 Concluslon 
This web site provides online buying, selling, biding, built up e- 
commerce web site, online auction and forum. BuySell.com provides much 
type of products including the used products. This web site allows users to 
user their credit card to do all the business or non-business transaction through 
the net. But for a student who don't have the credit card can not buying 
prDC(tSS. 
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2.1.3 Case Study on CampusBooks.com 
(www.campusbooks.com) 
Campu~bOt•ks cam -M1crosoll mt eroet lxpklret - - - - 
j lS6N (besQ i) 
I ~ 
... ~°" 
fullvwalon 
software 
Mkrosott 
MAdobe 
ITU)CIO~ 
ril 
welcome to your personal Campus&ooks.com account management p~a. From hare you 
can manage your booklist, track ord1rs, rat1 bcokllores, update your information, and 
ref...- friends. 
~ (b:.L;l.1:!.IJ. to create and manago yourbookUst. 
- Chi hm_ to rate and submit comments •bout our bookstof'91. 
~if?;rimmjm 
t,rhoah Junlveraltymc.!oy11 
Stoto; ~ 
111• r ode: j47~00 
•l 
I r lrW!1ol 
Figure 2.2 CampusBooks.com Web Site 
CampusBooks.com website only provides buying and selling books 
(news and used books) but not including product other than books. This 
website allows users to manage personal CampusBooks.com account, 
booklist, track orders, rate bookstores, update personal information, and ref r 
friends. Beside from allow users manages the personal account, basically this 
website also provides few functions which is Buy Books, Sell Books, My 
Book List, and Book Store. 
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Buy Books Function allows users to buy a reference books from the 
website. Sell Books function allow user to sell their used books to any other 
user who indent to buy it. My Book List is a function that allow users to keep 
their favorites books in the book list, is something like the shopping cart used 
by other company. The Book Store is a place lets users to rate and submit their 
comments about the service that provide by the website. 
2.1.4 Cqnclusion 
One of the main feature that provides from this website is they allows 
users to compare the price of the book between other companies. After you 
found that the price is lower at other company, this w bsite allow users to 
place order to the particular book. But it's the same this website al o need 
credit card to process the payments. 
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2.2 E-Gommerce System Architecture Characteristic 
2.2.1 El~ctronic Commerce Definition 
One possible definition of Electronic Commerce would be; "any form 
of business transaction in which the parties interact electronically rather than 
by physical exchanges or client contact." [l] 
Any form of business exchange that is occurs by using the network 
transmission electronically we considered as Electronic Commerce. This kind 
of the business exchange via the network occurs between the companies, 
between customers and companies or between users and companies. 
Electronic Commerce is a means of enabling and upporting uch 
changes on a global scale. lt enables companies to be more efficient and 
flexible in their internal operations, to work more closely with their suppliers, 
and to be mere responsive to the need and expectations of their customers. It 
allows companies to select the best supplier regardle s of their geographical 
location and to sell to global market. lectronic Trading is a special case in 
which a supplier provides goods or service to a customer in return is for 
payment. Electronic retailing is special ca e or electronic trading where the 
customer is an ordinary consumer rather than another compan . I !owe er, 
while these special cases are of considerable econ mic importance, the are 
just particular example of the more general .a 'C of an form Of busiu 'SS 
operation or tran action conducted ia electronic mcdiu. thcr .qu \II alid 
examples include inlcrnal trnnsa lion v ithin ompnn or pm ision or 
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information to an external organization without change. Electronic Commerce 
is technology for change. Companies that choose to regard it only as an "add 
on" to their existing ways of doing business will gain only limited benefit. The 
major benefit will accrue to those companies that are wiJling to change their 
organization and business process to fully exploit the opportunities offered by 
Electronic Commerce. 
2.2.2 The Scope of Electronic Commerce 
Electronic Commerce encompasses a broad range of activities. The 
core component is addressing the commercial transaction cycle. lectronic 
Commerce includes electronic trading of physical goods and services and of 
electronic material. lt also includes the advertising and promotion of products 
and services and of contacts between traders, the provision of market 
intelligence and support for shared business processes. The invoicing and 
payment cycle can be supported electronica11y. Dealing with public authoritie 
electronically for customer and tax affairs and in statistics is already well 
developed. However, a number of issue such as security, legal que tion and 
procedures still have to be addressed as part of electronic commerce busine 
environment, A distinction should be made between electronic trading of 
physical good ands rvice and electronic trading of information-ha ed contents 
that can be delivered directly through the network (i.c. image , voice, tc u, 
software ... ). The electronic trading of ph ical good and .cr ice· represent 
an evolution of present of way of trading, capitalizing on ne possibillt: 'S 
offered by technology to improve cfficicnc in terms Of low 'r 'OStS, 
effectiveness in terms of widening mark t pot ·nti ll und b 11 'r m • nin ' 
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customer's needs as well as providing a means of enhanced product and 
service innovation notably through customer-supplier interaction. This form of 
Electronic Commerce is expected to have a great impact on competitiveness 
and a limited impact on employment. The trading of electronic material (e.g. 
software, video, music, images, multimedia works games, etc.) represents a 
revolutionary new way of trading, for which the full commercial transaction 
cycle can be conducted simultaneously via the same network (including 
delivery), implying specific requirements regarding the proper integration of 
payment, etc. Depending on the solutions that will successful in the market 
place, traded electronic goods could create totally new markets and 
revolutionize some industries such as publishing impact on competitiveness 
and create employment. Cortact between companies can be facilitated by on- 
line business directories and improve national and regional information relay 
center. Contact companies and consumers can be supported by variou means, 
including on-line advertising and shopping, including technique specification, 
guidance an use and answers to common questions, supported by 
comprehensive navigation and search facilities. 
2.2.3 Electronic Commerce Activity 
Electronic Commerce activity currently limited to mainly 
publishing business opportunity (on-line advertising), Internet auction and 
catalogue-based sales (on-line shopping). An ideal mo lei or current E- 
Commerce activity could compri c the following nine steps I 11. 
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1. , Intranet and externally with the Internet A basic web presence to draw 
potential customer to company 
2. Interactive with customer through email, bulletin boards and on-line 
catalogues 
3. On-line credit cards orders 
4. On-line customer service and supports 
5. The profiling of customers to identify needs and issues 
6. Front office integration with company's web site 
7, Back office integration with company's web site 
8. Integration with third party suppliers 
9. Complete integration with a company's supply chain 
At the moment, most uropean and Asian companic arc tuck at step 
three and every few companies, even in the US have reached step nine. ven 
though the industries as a whole as far from achieving the ideal current model 
of E.,Commerce, there are some shortcomings of this current model in that 
they pave not fully explored the potential of Internet capabilities in the context 
of information filtering intelligence macro-dynamic behavior and u er driven 
optimization ability, with its foundation in computer and communication 
integration, also poses a business model beyond the traditional face-to-face 
transaction model between consumers and merchants. The Internet ·- 
Commerce extension could allow multiple merchant- onsumer r lationship 
through collaboration at a global common market place infrastru .turc in an 
open free market economy model [2}. 
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2.2.4 E-Commerce Categories 
E-Commerce can be sub-divide by four distinct categories: 
1. Business to Business. Category would be a company that uses a network for 
ordering from its suppliers, receiving invoices and market payments. This 
category has been we11 established for several years particularly using 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) over private or value-added networks. 
2. Business to Consumer. Category largely equates to electronic retailing. This 
category has expanded greatly with the advent at the World Wide Web. 
There are now shopping malls all over the Internet offering all manners of 
consumer goods from cakes to computer and motorcars. 
3. Business to Administration. Category covers all transaction between 
conlPany and government. or example, in USA the debit of forthcoming 
government procurements are published over the Internet and company can 
respond electronically. Currently this categories is in its infancy, but it could 
expand quite rapidly as government use this own operation to promote 
awareness and growth of Electronic Commerce. 
4. Consumer to Administration. Category has not yet emerged. However in the 
wake of growth of both the Business to onsumcr and Bu inc to 
Administration categories, government may e pand electronic interaction to 
each areas as well as welfare are payments and self-a e sed ta returns [ l 
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2.3 Ne(work 
A network is nothing more than two or more computers connected 
together by a cable so that they can exchange information. There is a few 
types of network can be considered to be used in this project: LAN, WAN, 
internet, intranet and extranet. 
2.3.1 Lo~al-Area Network (LAN) 
A LAN is a connection between two or more computers, which 
allows users to share files, programs, or data with a minimum of effort. A 
LAN is usua11y local; this means that the machines are located in one physical 
location -- like a building or just one floor of a building. A LAN tends to use 
just one set of networking options. For example, a LAN generally use one 
network operating system, one type of cable, and one logical topology. A 
LAN is usually set up for a small group of people such a a department or a 
division. A LAN is not limited to any particular computer operating y tern. 
DOS, Macintosh, and UN[X can all run across a AN. Actual! , they can all 
run across the same LAN at the same time, if the right oftwarc is used. 
2.3.2 Wi~e-Area Network (WAN) 
While the geographic distinction. of "local" and "wide" area 
networks imply a difference in the distance bet' c 'n n 't\ ork nod ·s that is not 
always the case .. y dcfiniti n, a Wide Arca Network WAN is n 10 .uuncnt- 
regulated public network or privately owned n tv ork thut .rosscs into the 
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public network environment. It doesn't matter whether the area being bridged 
is across the country or across the street. If the geographical separation crosses 
over a public thoroughfare, a WAN is required to make the connection. 
The WAN is typically used to connect two or more local area 
networks (LANs). As you know, a LAN is a privately owned communications 
system that is designed to allow users to access and share resources 
(computers, printers, servers) with other users. LANs that are interconnected 
by a WAN may be located in the same geographical area, such as an industrial 
park pr campus setting, or in geographically separate areas, such as different 
cities or even different regions. 
2.3.3 Internet 
Internet rs one of the fastest growing forms of the network 
connection. The lnternet is a worldwide network with thousands of computer 
and millions of the user. ln the last few years, we have seen all type or 
organization using the Internet and World Wide Web a an international data 
highway. The Internet is not a one network but thou ands of network all over 
the world working toge1her, the concept pf which is making a request and 
server delivery the answer. 
In other words, the Internet refer to outward-facing s stem with little 
or 011c connection t any thcr I ntcrnct stem to be .omc n mcrul-put pose 
broadcast medium for corporate marketin mate iul, 
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2.3.4 Intranet 
The Intranet is an inward-facing or staff-facing system. Intranet have 
some similarities of Internet-based web sites, starting out as departmental, 
including email system based document as well as access to existing system 
and data repositories. 
An Intranet has two fundamental functions: 
>- Provide secure, customized access to relevant, up to-date information found 
in transaction system. 
>- Let users act on that information by managing how it flows through process 
system. 
These Applications are used within and across workgroup to manage 
product development, human resources, sales force automation and other 
internet business process. 
2.3.5 Extranet 
Extranet refers to the marriage or combination of the e two thcrwi c 
separate systems into a single, seamle s sy tern a market-fa ing system. For 
example, in an extranet, a customer service y t m face both inward towards 
the customer service personal and management a well a outward towards th' 
customers them elves; enjoy a similar level or interacti it and sc urit as an 
internal participant. 
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As the extranet itself evolves, it extends not only data but actual 
transactions to the internet to conduct electronic commerce (E-Commerce). 
Similarly, it lends itself to internal global organizational integration by sharing 
internal and external data with process that span all existing system. 
Extranet 
Figure 2.3 Internet, Extranet and Intranet 
2.3.6 Cqnclusion 
Seem that virtual business center subsystem is involving a wide range 
of user in al1 the places, so the internet is more suitable to this subsystem. 
2.4 Internet Review 
2.4.1 WWW 
The basic idea of WWW is to merge the techni ue or omput r 
networking and hypertext into a po ertul and H to use ilo] al information 
system. 1 lypertext i te 'l with links to further infonnurion, on th mod I of 
references in a scientif paper r .rose-rurcrcn ·sin a di lionnrv, With 
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electronic documents, these cross-references can be followed by a mouse- 
click, and with the World-Wide Web, they can be anywhere in the world. f 51 
2.4.2 U~Ls 
A URL is a Uniform Resource Locator, a standard way developed to 
specify the location of a resource available electronica11y. URLs are defined 
by RFC 1738. URLs make it possible to direct both people and software 
applications to a variety of information, available from a number of different 
Internet protocols. Most commonly, you will run into URLs when using a 
World Wide Web (WWW) client, as that medium uses URLs to link WWW 
pages together. ln WWW browser's "location" box, the item that generally 
starts with "http:" is a URL. Files available over protocols beside HTTP, uch 
as FTP and Gopher can be referenced by URLs. Even Telnet sessions to 
remote hosts on the Internet and someone's Internet e-mail address can be 
referred to by a URL. 
A URL is like a complete mailing addr s: it specifies all the 
information necessary for someone to address an envelope to each other. 
However, they are much more than that, since URLs can refer to a variety or 
very different types of resources. A more fitting analogy would be a ystem 
for specifying the mailing addres , phone number, or the location of the book 
that when someone read from the public librar , all in the ·amc format. I I 
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2.4.3 W~b Browser 
A web browser is a software interface that allows users browse HTML 
documents 
2.4.3.1IE6.0 
Internet Explorer 6.0 is the standard browser in the latest version of 
Windows (Windows XP). It was released in August 2001 and it support for 
CSS, DOM and XML. But Internet Explorer 5.0 is the most commonly used 
browser today. About 60% of the Web community is using it. It has good, but 
not perfect, support for CSS, DOM and XML [5]. 
2.4.3.Z Netscape 
Netscape 6.2 was released in November 200 I. It has been some year 
since Netscape was the dominating Web brow er, and we have all been 
waiting (too long?) for the version 6 release from Netscape. 
With 6, Netscape hopes to eat back some of the 80% or maybe more, 
Internet Explorer domination. Version 6 provides powerful support for S 
and XML [5]. 
2.4.3.~ Mozilla 
Mozilla is an open-source web browser, designed for standards 
compliance, performance and portabilit . Man cb sit · d 'It)~ 'rs is 
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coordinate the development and testing of the browser by providing discussion 
forums, software engineering tools, releases and bug tracking (5]. 
2.4.3.4 Opera 
Opera Software AS is an industry leader in the development of Web 
browsers for the desktop and device markets. The Opera browser (known as 
"the third browser", after Internet Explorer and Netscape) has been developed 
over a period of 5 years and has received international acclaim from end-users 
and the industry press for being faster, smaller and more standards-compliant 
than other browsers. 
On December the 6th 2000, Opera 5.0 entered the market with the 
intent on winning shares in the browser war. Opera wi11 be distributed on 
millions of CDs accompanying computer magazines around the world, as well 
as by other software makers and some of the Internet's major Web sites. It's 
not a freeware. ft charges $ 39 per license. 
2.4.3.$ Conclusion 
Most of the Internet users now are using the Micro oft Internet 
Explore, so the most suitable web browser that I m going to u e i J-. v6.0. 
2.4.4 FTP 
l•TP is a well-u ed mean' for tran milting rile er the Int irnet. While 
there are many advantages to using H'l Tl inst' id, m in s st ms don't 01T1r 
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full support of HTTP and clients are not as well developed as they are for FTP. 
Thus, many times files are distributed via FTP [11]. 
2.4.5 HTTP 
HTTP is the Internet protocol specifically designed for use with the 
World Wide Web, and thus will be the most common scheme you are likely to 
use. 
The host is the Internet address of the WWW server, and the port is the 
port number to connect to. In most cases, the port can be omitted (along with 
the preceding colon), and it defaults to the standard "80". The path tells the 
WWW server which file you want, and if omitted, indicates that you want the 
"home page" for the system. The search part may be used to pass information 
to the server, often to an executable CGT script, but for most WWW 
documents is not used [12]. 
2.5 DeVielopment Platform 
Operating system (OS) is a platform that perform ba ic tasks, uch 
as recognizing input from the keyboard, sending output to the di play creen, 
keeping track of files and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral 
devices such as disk drives and printers. 
Besides that, the make' urc that differ 'nt i rogrums and us xs 
running at the ame time do not interf re with 'a 'h oth •r. For se ·11rit , OS 
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ensures that unauthorized users do not access the system. OS provides a 
software platform to allow application programs run on it. The most popular 
operating systems currently are Windows 98, Windows 2000, UNIX and 
Linux. 
2.5.1 Wipdow 98 
Windows 98 is based on the popular Microsoft Windows 95 
Operating System, and is designed for the consumer market. Windows 95/98 
was designed for backward compatibility with older DOS and l 6bit programs, 
as well as providing a platform for the newer (back in 1995) 32 bit programs. 
Windows 98 works better by making it simple to access the Internet 
and by providing better system performance along with easier system 
diagnostics and maintenance. With Windows 98, users' system plays better as 
well with support for the latest graphics, sound, and multimedia technologies, 
the ability to easily add and remove peripheral devices with upport for 
Universal Serial Bus (USB), and it also enables user to watch TV on P . 
Besides that, Windows 98 is compatible with more software (including game ) 
and hardware. 
2.5.2 Window 2000 
Windows 2000 i Mier oft' late t er ion of popular Windov s N'l 
pcrating System. Windows 2000 Ser er has big impro crn nt o ·r Windov s 
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NT 4.0. The changes, both fundamental and cosmetic, have made Windows 
2000 faster, more reliable, heavier-duty, and easier to use. 
2.5.3 U~IX 
UNIX is a much older operating system that was created in the late 
1960s. UNIX is designed to provide a multi-user, multitasking system for use 
by programmers. It began as an open source project that became widely used 
in Universities, scientific labs, and by the U.S. government. The philosophy 
behind the design of UNIX was to provide simple and powerful utilities that 
could be pieced together in a flexible manner to perform a wide variety of 
tasks. Over the years, hundreds of talented programmers contributed their own 
improvements to UNIX making it extremely robust, stable, and fast. 
However, UNIX is more difficult to learn and isn't as widely supported 
as Microsoft Windows 2000. 
2.5.4 usux 
Linux has gradually become a popular operating system for Internet/ 
intranet serving purposes. With a ho t of performance enhancements that will 
benefit Web sites and Internet sites of all size , Linu i a table and high- 
performance operating system for Internet usage. 
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Linux has made progress, primarily in functionality important to 
Internet infrastructure and Web server capabilities', including a greater 
seleotion of drivers, easier installation, and GUl-based front ends for Web 
administration and window management. 
2. 6 Welt> Server 
A web server is a piece of software running on a computer that 
distributes web pages to users on demand, provides an area in which to store 
and organize the pages of a web site. The machine that runs the web server 
software could be a remote machine sitting at the other side of a network, or 
event on the other side of the world, or it could be our own home machine. 
A Web server is a program that serves Web pages upon rc.qu t.; 
Every Web server has an IP address and po sibly a domain name. For 
example, if a user enters the URL http://www.pcwebopedia.com/index.html in 
your browser, this sends a request to the server whose domain name is 
pcwebopedia.com, The server then fetche the page named ind x.html and 
sends it to the user's browser. Web servers and browsers communicate using 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), a simple but effective language for 
requesting and transmitting data over a network. 
Web servers come in ariou · hapcs and iizc '. 'I he run under a 
variety of operating systems, ha c ar in 1 le els or p > c und ·ompl •. it , 
and nm e in price fr m rath 'r to fr' . , tudies on s · »ul \: •I 
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servers will be carried out: Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server 
(IIS) and Personal Web Server (PWS). 
2.6.1 llS - Information Internet Server 5.0 
IIS is the best Web server available for Windows NT. This version, 
whioh comes exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 Server operating 
system, contains many new features along with performance and reliability 
enhancements. 
llS v5.0 is good as both a first-time Web server for those familiar and 
comfortable with Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for 
hosting providers and large corporate installations. It handles the basics well 
and is better integrated in Windows than previous version . IIS v5.0 also 
comes with performance and feature enhancements that will be attractive for 
mission-critical tasks. 
The ideal computer to run IIS on is at least a 200 MHz Pentium with 
128 MB of RAM. Organizations should plan on doubling the R/\M and PU 
speed if they intend to run Advanced crvcr' tu tcring, 
serviqes on the same machine as the Web erver. 
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2.6.2 PVVS - Personal Web Server 
PWS is entry-level/mid-range server for Windows 9x/NT platforms. It 
is a scaled-down version of the commercial Information Internet Server (IIS) 
included with the Server edition of Microsoft Windows NT. PWS is a great 
entry-level Web server that makes it easy to publish personal home pages, 
serve small Web sites, and share documents via a local intranet. 
PWS is one of the best servers available for helping to get users up and 
running quickly. Wizards are included to guide users through the process of 
setting up home pages and sharing files, and the PWS administrator reduces 
the complexity of actually running the Web server itself. Users can also u e 
the familiar Explorer interface or PWS's Personal Web Manager to share 
directories, start and stop the server, and view Web site statistics. 
One of the best uses for PWS is as a platform forte ting out Web site 
on Windows 95/Windows NT Workstation computers before hosting them on 
the Internet. This allows users to check the validity of link , script , and 
applications as well as to ensure that the overall organization of the ite is 
functioning correctly. 
PWS presents the ability to develop tran actional Web application 
using the Microsoft Transaction crvcr. While mo st lnr ic 'Ill irprises v ill 
likely bypa Micro oft' Personal Web er er for the hi ih-cnd Int 'Ill ·t 
Information erver, PW will remain one of b ist a ailnbl ' options for 
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individuals wanting to serve their own personal home pages and for small 
organizations needing to host their own Web sites. 
2.6.3 Ap,ache 
Apache is a high-end enterprise-level server developed by a loosely 
knit group of programmers. The original version of Apache was written for 
UNIX, but there are now versions that run under OS/2, Windows and other 
platforms. Apache has become the world's most popular Web server. By some 
estimates, it is used to host more than 50% of all Web sites in the world. 
The keys to Apache's attractiveness and popularity lie instead in the 
qualities listed above and its extensibility, its freely distributed source code, 
and active user support for the server. And version 1.3.0, now in official 
release, is already being touted as the most stable and fastest version of 
Apache ever. 
Among the most notable features are its cross-platform support, 
protocol support (HTTP/1.1 ), modularity (A Pl), ccurit , logging, and overall 
performance and robustness. J\pache di tribute a ore ct of module that 
handle everything from user authentication and cookie to t po correction in 
URLs. 
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Table 2.1 Comparison between the four most popular web servers 
Web Server PWS IIS Apache Jigsaw 
Version 4.0 5.0 4.0.3 2.0.3 
Company Microsoft Microsoft Apache Group W3C 
Corporation CoTQoration 
Brief Supports up to Latest release The most Java-based 
10 concurrent of most popular web server that 
Description connections, popular web server provides a 
no longer server for currently in use blueprint for 
supports FTP Windows NT on the internet future web 
development 
Features A great entry- Updated High Administration 
level web version of US, performance, tools; 
server lndex Server, extremely completely 
publishing Message reliable web object-oriented 
your own web Queue Server server design; written 
pages (MSMQ) and entirely in Java 
Transaction 
Server (MTS) 
Price Freeware Free download Freeware Freely 
(requires TE available under 
4.01 or later) open, ourcc 
license 
I 
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Table 2.2 Comparison PWS for Windows 98 and Windows NT Workstation 
Feature PWS for Windows NT PWS for Windows 98 
Workstation 
Typical U ~es Full-featured site Personal publishing on a 
development or personal low-volume corporate 
publishing on a corporate intranet 
intranet 
WWW Service Yes Yes 
FTP Service Yes No 
Connection Limit 10 10 
Active Server Pages Yes Yes 
Site Use Lqgging NCSA Log File Format NCSA Log File Format 
(default) MSCSV standard 
and extended (optional) 
Publishing Sources Local and network drives Local drives only 
Optional ISM. Interface Yes No 
Authentication Basic or Windows NT None 
Challenge/Response 
2. 7 Web Database 
2. 7 .1 Oracle 
Oracle is a multi-user database. lt provides unprecedented ease-of-user 
and i~ pre-tuned and pre-configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line- 
of-bus environment. 
Oracle includes a fully integrated set of easy-to-use management tools, 
full distribution, replication and web features. racle also provide the highc t 
levels of availability through fast fail over, easier management, and zero data 
loss disaster protection, with Data uard, the onl ornpl te data prot ction 
solutipn available on the market. 
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Oracle can runs on UNIX, Linux and Windows platform. However, it 
is expensive and separate licenses are required for each of its database engine. 
2.7.2 M~SQL 
MySQL is a relational database management system. MySQL stores 
data in separate tables rather than putting all the data in one big storeroom. 
This adds speed and flexibility. The tables are linked by defined relations 
making it possible to combine data from several tables on request. 
MySQL is a small, compact, easy to use database server, ideal for 
small and medium sized applications. It is client/server implementation that 
consists of a server and many different client programs. It is available on a 
variety of UNIX platforms, Linux, Windows NT, Windows 95/98 and 
Windows 2000. 
MySQL is Open Source Software. Open Source means that it is 
possible for anyone to use and modify. Anybody can download My QL from 
the Internet and use it without paying anything. Anybody can study the source 
code and change it to fit their needs. 
2.7.3 Mi~rosoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft S L erver 7.0 i a single pro ess, multithr iad d r 'lnlion11l 
database server primarily intent for transactional processing. It is las ~d on th' 
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client/server architecture, which divides processing into two components: a 
front-end, or client component, that run on a local workstation and a back-end, 
or server component that runs on a remote computer. 
2.8 DaffJ Access Technology 
Virtual Business Center will require data access technology to enable 
communication and access to its various databases. A few of the Microsoft. 
Data access strategy and technology is reviewed and considered. 
2.8.1 Universal Data Access (UDA) 
UDA is a high-level specification developed by Microsoft for 
accessing data objects regardless of their structure. The strategy f Univ r al 
Data Access is to assure open, integrated, standards-based access to all types 
of data that is from SQL to non-SQL to even unstructured data across a wid 
variety of applications, from traditional client/server to the web. The main 
components of UDA are ADO, OLE DB and DB . 
2.8.2 AOO (Active Data Object) 
Active Data Object (ADO) rs the Micro offs newe t high-level 
interface for data objects that most application developer will u c. 
A is designed to eventual! replace I uta A · '· · bj ··ts (I A ) 
and Remote Data bjccts Rl ). nlik RI an 11 AO, " hich nr I ·si 111 ti 
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only for accessing relational databases, ADO is more general and can be used 
to "ccess all sorts of different types of data, including web pages, 
spreadsheets, and other types of documents. 
ADO provides consistent access to data for creating a front-end 
database client or middle-tier business object using an application, tool, 
language, or even an Internet browser. ADO is the single data interface for 
developers creating l to n-tier client/server and Web-based data-driven 
applications. 
2.8.3 OLE DB 
OLE DB Providers are the data access engines or services, a well as 
the business logic components that these applications can use in a highly 
interoperable, component-based environment. 
OLE DB is a set of interfaces that are designed to provid data acce s 
to ~11 data, regardless of type, format or location. It eff ctively 
"comronentizes" database and related data processing functionality, breaking 
it up into interoperable components that can run a middlewarc on the client or 
server across a wide variety of applications. Th DB architecture 
provides for components such as direct data access interface , query engines, 
cursor engines, optimizer , bu incs rules and transa t ion rnanag 'I' . 
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The concept of OLE DB is to explode the database into its basic parts. 
OL~ DB delivers components, external to the database, that provide this 
typical database functionality in reusable component architecture. And these 
components, because they are not directly linked to the database itself, can be 
shared across multiple applications, systems and data stores to provide a 
higher level, universal interface. 
2.8.4 ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
ODBC is a standard database access method developed by Microsoft 
Corporation. The goal of ODBC is to make it possible to access any data from 
any application, regardless of which database management system (DBM ) is 
handling the data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a 
database driver, between an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this 
layer is to translate the application's data queries into commands that the 
DB1vfS understands. For this to work, both the application and the DBM 
must be ODBC-compliant -- that is, the application must be capable of issuing 
ODB~ commands and the DBMS must be capable of responding to them. 
Since version 2.0, the standard supports SAG SQL. 
2.8.5 JD~C 
JDBC technology is an API that let you acce irtuall an tabular 
data source from the Java programming language. It pro id' er ss-l I MS 
connectivity to a wide range r L databa C', and now with the n 'W Jr I ' 
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API, it also provides access to other tabular data sources, such as spreadsheets 
or flat files. 
The JDBC API allows developers to take advantage of the Java 
platform's "Write Once, Run Anywhere" capabilities for industrial strength, 
cross-platform applications that require access to enterprise data. With a JDBC 
technology-enabled driver, a developer can easily connect all corporate data 
even in a heterogeneous environment 
2.9 w,b Application Programming Languages 
2.9.1 Client-Side Scripting Languages 
2.9.1.1 Java 
Java is a cross-platform language for developing application. When 
Java first hit the web in mid 1990s, it created a tremendous stir. The idea is to 
use Java code in form of applets, which Java components that can be easily 
inserted into web pages with the aid to the <APPL~ T> tag. 
Java enjoys better functionality than scripting language, offering better 
capabilities in areas such as graphic functions and file-handling. Java i able to 
provide these powerful features without compromising ccurit because Java 
applet run in what is know i sandbox which pre cnt malicious pro trams 
downloaded from the web from doing damage to ours stem. Ju a also boosts 
trong databa c support throu ,11 .I B (Jn n I utnl 1'' onn • ti it. 
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Microsoft and Netscape browsers both have built-in Java support, and 
there are several standard <OBJECT> and non-standard <APPLET> tags 
which are used to add Java applets to a web page. These tags tel I the browser 
to download a Java file from a server and execute it with Java Virtual Machine 
built into the browser. Of course, this extra step in the web page building 
phase means that Java applets can take a litter while to download, and they can 
take even longer to process once on the browser. So while on the Web, larger 
ones ~re still not as widespread as scripted pages. 
Although the popularity of Java today isn't quite what some people 
expected, it makes an ideal teaching tool for people wishing to break out into 
more complex languages; and its versatility makes it well-suited for 
programming web application. 
2.9.1.~ Dynamic HTML 
Dynamic HTML (or DHTML) is really nothing more than a buzzword 
- it was introduced by both Microsoft and Netscape with their version 4 
browsers, to advertise additional scripting features such as the ability to 
animate pages and graphics without a page refresh , and to position text 
precisely by using (x, y)-type coordinates. At the time, scripting was seeing a 
lower uptake than either company would have liked, so thi · move was 
intended to create a greater appeal to the mu c , b dubbing it 'I 1 ITML and 
cashing in on HTML's familiarity and impli 'it . 
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At the end of the day, the main innovation introduced in Dynamic 
HT¥J( was the ability to manipulate any feature on a web page directly using 
client-side scripting. This was made available via the Document Object Model 
=, but even together with the extra integration with style sheets, you're still 
creating your web page from client-side script and HTML. The main downside 
of DHTML was the fact that Microsoft and Netscape chose to implement these 
features in methods that were incompatible with one another advent of the 
version 5 browsers sees much tighter Jinks with the standards, and hopefully a 
more cross-browser technology. 
2.9.1.4 ActiveX Controls 
ActiveX Controls is a self-contained program (or component), written 
in a language such as C, C++ or Visual Basic. When added to a web page, an 
ActiveX control provides a specific piece of client-side functionality, such as a 
bar chart and graph, timer, client authentication, or database acces . ActivcX 
control is added to HTML pages via the <objec tag, which is now part 
pf the JTML standard. ActiveX controls can be executed by the browser when 
they ~re embedded in a web page. 
There is a catch. ActiveX controls were developed by Microsoft, and 
despite being compatible with the I ITML tandard, they arc not upportcd on 
any Netscape browser prior to version 5 (which, at time or writin \was still in 
beta) without an ActiveX plug-in. Without thi , th' will onl fun ·tion on 
Internet xplorer, although there is plug-in a ailablc if ou want A ·ti ' 
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functionality with Netscape browser. Consequently, they still can't really be 
considered a cross-platform way of making your pages dynamic. 
2.9.1.ti JavaScript 
Java script is a scripting language developed by Netscape to enable 
web authors to design interactive sites. Java script is different from Java. 
Although it shares many of the features and structures of the foll Java 
language, it was developed independently. Java script can interact with HTML 
source code to enable web authors to spice up their sites with dynamic content. 
Javaflcript is endorsed by a number of software companies and is an open 
language that anyone can use without purchasing a license. lt is supported by 
recent browsers from Netscape and Microsoft, though lnternet xplorer 
supports only a subset, which Microsoft calls Jscript. 
2.9.2 Server-Side Scripting Languages 
2.9.2.1 ASP 
ASP is a server-side scripting technology. ASP i indeed HTML page 
with an .asp extension. ASP a11ows for HTML and a scripting language such 
as VBScript, JScript or Perl to be interspersed in a Web page. When a browser 
requests an ASP page, the Web server generate a page with I ITML code and 
sends it back to the browser. 
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One of the most important features about ASP is that it allows user to 
easily access data and put it on a Web page. User can simply disp1ay data from 
an QDBC-cornpliant database, or use ASP to make decisions about what to 
display on a Web page. User can then format the results in any way that they 
please. 
Another important ASP feature is the ability to use cookies to store and 
retrieve information. The Request object has a Cookie co11ection, and user can 
use this in data processing. 
2.9.2.~ CGJ 
The Common Gateway Interface (COi) is a mechanism for creating 
scripts on the server, which can then be used to create dynamic web 
application. It has been around for quite a bit longer than ASP, and right now 
the majority of dynamically-created pages on the web created using GI and a 
scripting language. However, it's incorrect to assume that CGI does the same 
job as ASP. Rather, CGl allows the user to invoke another program (such as 
PERL script) on the web server to create the dynamic web page, and the role 
the OGI is to pass the user-supplied data to the this program for processing. 
However, it does provide the same end-result- a dynamic web application. 
However, ii has omc ever shortcoming . The major on' L that it 
adds an extra level to our brow er- crvcr model or interaction: num 'l , it's 
necessary to run a I program lo rcat the d namic pal\ b 'for' th· 1 a ts 
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processed on the server. Also, the format in which CGI receives and transmits 
data means that this data is not easily manipulated by many programming 
languages, so you have to use a programming language that has good facilities 
for manipulating text and communication with other software. The most able 
programming languages that can work on any operating system for doing this 
are 0, C++, and PERL. While they can adequately do the job for you, they are 
some of the more complex languages to learn. Visual Basic doesn't offer 
sufficiently adequate text-handling facilities, and is therefore really used with 
CGI. 
2.9.2.~ Java Server Pages (JSP) 
JavaServer Pages is a web-scripting technology that allows you to 
combine markup (HTML or XML) with Java code to dynamically generate 
web--rages. The JSP specification is implemented by several web servers, and 
plug-ins are available that a11ow you to use JSP with lIS 4.0. One of the main 
advantages is the portability of the code between different servers. JavaServer 
Pages isn't directly related ASP, but it dose boast can be embedded into web 
pages. 
By default, JSP uses Java as its scripting language; however, the 
specification allows other languages to be u 'Cd, ju t a I\ 'P can use other 
languages (such as Java cript and VB cript). While .ISP with Java will be 
more flexible and robu l than cripting platform ba cd on simpl •r lun iuuu 'S 
like Iavascript and VB cript. 
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JSP provides a number of server-side tags that allow developers to 
perform most dynamic content operations. So developers who are only 
familiar with scripting, or even those who are simply HTML designers, can 
use JSP tags for generating simple output. Advanced scripters or Java 
developers can also use the tags, or they can use the full Java language if they 
want to perform advanced operations in JSP pages. 
2.9.2.4 Coldfusion 
ColdFusion is a product created by Allaire Corporation of Cambridge, 
Mass. that includes a server and a development toolset designed to integrate 
databases and Web pages. Cold Fusion web pages include tags written in 
Coldfusion Markup Language (CFML) that simplify integration with 
databases. 
ColdFusion enable to access data as server builds an HTML page. Like 
ASP1 ColdFusion pages are readable by any browser. Coldf'usion also utilized 
a proprietary set of tags, which are processes by the oldFusion Server 
software. This server software can run on multiple platforms, including 
Microsoft IIS, Netscape Enterprise Server and UNIX I Apache. The major 
difference is that while ASP solutions are built primarily with VBScript and 
objects, ColdFusion utilizes the tags which cncap sulatc functional ity. 
Coldfusion lacks some of the internal A P object ; however ii sports its ov n 
set of solution to comm n problems, including acce s to Al run ·tionnlit . 
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Coding for ColdFusion pages is much more straightforward and 
intelligible than JavaScript, VBScript, C++ or Java, even while providing high 
levels of functionality. The tags themselves conform to the basic HTML 
syntax of tag name followed by tag attributes, and are enclosed in the familiar 
HTML brackets(<>). Most tags are two-sided, and can be combined with each 
other and with HTML elements to create custom tags for use in ColdFusion 
applications. 
2.9.2.~ PBP 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor is an open-source server-side; HTML 
embedded scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages for c- 
commerce and other Web applications. In an HTML document, PHP script 
(similar syntax to that of Perl or C) is enclosed within special PHP tags. 
Because PHP is embedded within tags, the author can jump between HTML 
and PHP (similar to ASP and Cold Fusion) instead of having to rely on heavy 
amounts of code to output HTML. And, because PHP is executed on the 
server, the client cannot view the PHP code. 
PHP offers excellent connectivity to most of the common database 
(including Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, ODBC and many others). PHP also offer 
integration with various external librarie s, which all w the developer to do 
anything from generating PDF document to parsing XML. 
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PHP is the natural choice for developers on Linux machines running 
Apache server software, but runs equa1ly well on any other UNIX or Windows 
platform, with Netscape or Microsoft Web server software. PHP also supports 
HTTP sessions, Java connectivity, regular expressions, LDAP, SNMP, IMAP, 
COJ-4 (under windows) protocols. It also supports WDDX complex data 
exchange between virtually a11 Web programming languages. 
2.9.2.6 ASP.NET 
ASP 3.0 is the latest version of ASP. ASP.NET is the next generation 
ASP, but it's not an upgraded version of ASP. ASP.NET is an entirely new 
paradigm for server-side ASP scripting. ASP.NET is a part of the new .N T 
( dotnet) Framework. Microsoft spent three years rewriting ASP. T from the 
ground up, and ASP.NET is not fully backward compatible with ASP 3.0. 
2.9.3 Differences between ASP and ASP.NET 
~ ASP.NET has better language support, a large set of new controls and XML 
based components, and better user authentication. 
~ ASP.NET provides increased performance by running compiled code. 
~ ASP.NET code is not fully backward compatible with A P. 
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2.10 Web Application Development Tools 
2.10.1 Macromedia Dreamweaver 3.0 
Macromedia Dreamweaver is professional visual editor for creating 
and managing web sites and pages. It gives developers the productivity of a 
visual web page layout tool, the control of an HTML text, editor and support 
for new web technologies, all in a software packing. 
Developers can use it to create web sites visually, with confidences 
that HTML being generated is concise and always editable. lt includes 
advanced features that take advantage of the latest innovations on the web, 
such as dynamic HTML and CSS, while still ensuring that web pages work 
well in a variety of web browsers. AH of the code generated by it is carefully 
created to work on as many platforms and browsers as possible. 
Others features include easy integration of Active X components, Java 
applets, Plug-ins for improved web page interactivity. It also integrate 
seamlessly with other components of Macromedia, such as Flash Movies, 
Shockwave, and Fireworks, which are essential for the development of 
interactive web pages. 
2.10.2 NotePad 
Notepad is the world's most versatile l lTML editing tool absolutcl 
free when purchase thi oftwarc Window. crsion 2.0 and abo ·. 
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Notepad has one of the simplest user interfaces of any Internet Web 
authoring tools. The menus are logically laid out, conforming to all standards 
in design, so users can understand them before use Notepad. 
Notepad has the same interface for all versions of Windows, so moving 
over to the latest version of Windows should not hamper HTML code 
creation. The Notepad web-authoring tool is compatible with every single 
standard of Internet presentation medium yet devised. Notepad was designed 
to haye a very sma11 application footprint, taking up as little space as possible 
in computer's memory, and a minimum of disk space. 
Notepad gives clear, easy to read and full HTML. There is no code 
hidden, and users have control over all parts of the HTML code. JavaScript i 
also fully supported by Notepad. All parts of the JavaScript are fully available 
through Notepad, without the need of complex tools. 
2.10.3 Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
First released in 1995, FrontPage 2000 is the fifth version of 
Microsoft's Website creation software. For the first time, the program is 
included as of Microsoft Office (in addition to being sold as a standalone 
product), and its Office integration features take advantage or the popularity or 
that suite by sharing much or the same interface and man or the 'BITH! tools. 
Other features new to this vcr ion allow greater ollaboration and U'' of 11 iw r 
web technologies. 
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Themes Provide Consistent Look and Feel - it includes 67 
professionally create themes (up from 50 in the previous version), each or 
which includes features such as buttons, color combinations, and backgrounds. 
A single theme can be applied to a11 of pages in a website to provide a 
consistent appearance for the site or give pages different themes. 
It lets us paint a page through a very easy and intuitive interface. A 
number of helpful toolbars make the editor's window look like a powerfuJ 
graphical creation product. 
The FrontPage 2000 editor supports a wealth of modern technologies, 
such as HTML 4.0, Cascading Style Sheets 1, insertion of Java language 
applets, Jscript and VBScript, ActiveX controls, themes, and even Dynamic 
HTML effects. FrontPage also supports bots; a special set of tags within page 
code specifically interpreted by the server's FrontPage extension and the 
editor it. 
2.10.3.2 Limitation: 
Uses Proprietary Technology - it doe not support third-party database 
access products. 
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2.10.4 Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual InterDev is a Web development tool designed for 
programmers to create an interactive Web page with data is as simple as 
drag~ing and dropping, setting some properties, and saving the page. No 
coding is required in using Visual InterDev. 
Visual InterDev includes site design tools that help user easily plan 
page~, organize their links, and apply a consistent theme to your Web site. 
Visual InterDev includes three ways to view your HTML and ASP pages. 
These three views are the cornerstone of Visual [nterDev. They replace 
the simple source code editor included with Visual lnterDev 1.0 and supports 
desi~n-time controls (DTCs), debugging, statement completion, and object 
browsing. 
The new data environment provides easy commands for making Web 
application data-driven. Instead of burying complex SQL statement deep 
within an .asp file, the statements are now exposed, maintained, and reused at 
the application level through the data environment under the Global asp file. 
Instead of modifying the query within each page, developers can modify the 
data command and changes are incorporated into files that reference that data 
command, Developers also can drag fields from the ommand direct! onto 
HTML or ASP page. 
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However, for those so inclined, Visual InterDev exposes a full object 
model that allows developers to fine-tune their application, perform client 
validation, and have full control of Web application. Visual lnterDev supports 
not only full-reach applications, using the ASP engine to produce simple 
HI'Ml. pages for the client, but also DHTML and Microsoft Internet Explorer 
4.0 data binding for a richer client experience. 
2.10.5 Edit Plus 
EditPlus is an Internet-ready 32-bit text editor, HTML editor and 
programmer's editor for Windows. While it can serve as a good replacement 
for Notepad, it also offers many powerful features for Web page authors and 
programmers. 
EditPlus supports powerful and customizable syntax highlighting for 
HTML, CSS, PHP, ASP, Perl, CIC++, Java, JavaScript and VB cript by 
default. Also, users can create their own syntax file to support other 
programming languages, such as ASP, Java and PHP. 
EditPlus includes features: 
l. Internet features 
Seamless web browser for previewing the content of HTML document 
or Java applet without leaving the editor. Brows ·r win low also ha, xunrnon 
browser commands so u crs can browse Internet web I-iii s us well us lo ·nl 
HTML files. FTP commands for uploading lo 'Ol Iii 'S to l•TP s r •r or for 
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editing remote files directly. Highlights URL and e-mail addresses in normal 
text files and lets you activate them with a single keystroke (F8) or 'Ctrl + 
double-click'. 
2. HTML toolbar 
The HTML Toolbar allows users to insert common HTML tags 
quickly and easily. It also supports useful tools such as H ML Color Picker, 
Character Picker, Table Generator and Object Picker. 
3. Document selector 
The Document Selector offers quick mouse access to all document 
windows currently loaded. Much faster than seJecting on Window menu or 
pressjng Ctrl+Tab key multiple times. 
4. User tools 
EditPlus supports user-defined tools, help files and keystroke recording 
files. The output of tool execution can be captured in the Output Window, o 
that users can double-click the error line to automatically load the tile and 
locate the cursor to that line. 
5. Auto-completion 
Auto-completion is a timesaving feature, which hanges a short 
abbreviation into a complete strin 1• It supports P rl and I 1 1 b d ·ll1ul1. 
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Also, users can create their own auto-completion file to support other 
pro~amming languages. 
6. Cli.rtext window 
The cliptext window is collection of text clips for quick and easy 
access. Users can easily customize them, and can also create on cliptext file. 
7. Document template 
Document template offers a quick start when create a new document. 
2. 11 Seourity 
One of the most argued issues in developing web-based application will be 
the security. Jn the world of the internet, nothing is 100% secured. Therefore, what 
can we do so, some techniques and protocol was introduced. 
2.11.1 Firewall 
A firewall is a network in a node setup as a barrier to prevent traffic crossing 
from one segment to another. As seen in the diagram below, firewalls are need to 
improve network traffic as well as for security propose, and may serve as a barrier 
between connected public (left of the firewall) and private ( right or the firewall) 
network. A firewall may be implemented in a router or it ma be a network de ice 
specialized for this purpose. It has the following attribut 'S. 
i) Provide protection at the boundary of a domain 
ii) heck data entering or lea ing a domain 
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Figure 2.4 Simple layout of a firewall 
Computer 
2.11.2 SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 
SSL was first developed by Netscape Communication orporation. It 
is used for authenticated and encrypted communication between clients and 
servers on the World Wide Web (www). lt works by using a private key to 
encrypt data sent through the SSL connection (web pages that requir d on SS 
protocol starts with "http") 
The SSL protocol is designed to provide pnvac between two 
communication application (a client and a server). Second, the protocol is 
designed to authenticate the server, and optionally the client. 
2.11.3 Authentication and Encryption 
Authentication i the proccs to allow u ors to onfirm his o h r 
identity to web application. This i the 1 ro css that the lo iin purl is doin 1. 
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While the user is log on to the application (server), the problem is to how are 
we going to recognize the current user? ln order to do so, we need to send a 
key to the server to inform that user are still logging in. So when user is log 
out, the key will be deleted. 
Encryption is needed to increase the security between the client and 
server. 1t is a method used to hide the key from someone else . .It encrypts the 
secret key when the key is sending to the server or client via network or 
internet. They are millions of the way of the encryption and ones can even 
create their own encryption method. 
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3 Chapter 3 - System Requirements Analysis 
3.1 Me(hodology 
The system development methodology is a method to create a system 
with a series of steps or operations or can be defined as system life cycle 
model. Every system development process model (see Figure 3-·1) includes 
system requirements (user, needs, resource) as input and a finished product as 
output. 
I 
User System Finished 
Needs, .. Development .. Product ·~ < ~ 
Resource I I I 
I 
Evaluation 
Figore 3.1 System Development Process Model 
The main point for using the process model to develop a system 
because building a process model and discussing its sub processes help the 
team understand this gap between what should be and what is. very process 
should be tailored to every situation that with a po ibility the event will 
occur. So building a process model can help the member of the development 
team understands their commonalities are to occur. 
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There are several process models in system development: 
1. W aterfall Model 
2. Waterfall Model with prototyping 
3. Vly1odel 
4. Prototyping Model 
5. Operational Specification Model 
6. Transformational Model 
7. Phased Development Model 
8. Spiral Model 
V Model is chosen for developing Virtual Business Center subsystem 
because: 
);:>. ft forms a common understanding of the activities, resources and constraints 
involved in the software model 
);:>. Easier to detect inconsistencies, redundancies, and omissions in the process 
and in constituent parts 
);:>. Reflect the goals of development, such as building high-quality software, 
finding faults early in development, and meeting required budget and 
schedule constraints. 
)> Ideal development models that stressing testing 
)> The problem of unclear requirements could be exacerbated by the po sibility 
of "freezing" requirements 
;;.. The likelihood of maintenances; to ensur that the project i. well tru nur 'd 
and documented if enhancing and adapting it in future 
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3.1.1 V IVlodel 
The V Model is a variation of the waterfall model that demonstrates 
how testing activities are related to analysis and design (German Ministry of 
Defense 1992). The model is like a V shape and the analysis and design are on 
the left, testing and maintenance are on the right. The V model showing that 
how the testing phase is closely related to the system analysis stages. The unit 
and integration testing will be used to verify the program design, the system 
testing will be used to verify the system design and the acceptance testing will 
be used to validate the system requirements. Acceptance testing is involved or 
conducted directly from the users rather than development team it self. So any 
requirement that is found not fulfills the users' needs than the process will 
start again from the early stage again. The processes will continuing until the 
all the requirements meet the users needs. 
The model consists of eight stages that are depicted as cascading from 
one to another (see Figure 3-1). Each development stage should be completed 
before the next begins. The eight stages are: 
l. Requirements Analysis 
Understanding and determining users need by having brainstorming, 
eliciting and analyzing user requirement by having interview, survey or 
questionnaire session, collecting and specifying all the u er requirements and 
validating requirements. 
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2. System Design 
Research to the existing system to define the system functional 
requirements, determining and specifying software and hardware architecture 
that ~11 used during the developing. 
3. Pro~ram Design 
Defined and specifying the program and database design that will be 
used to develop the system. 
4. Coding 
Programming practices. This will involve a real practice to implement 
the functional and non functional requirements and the system design. Usually 
need a long cycle time to the whole development process. 
5. Unit and Integration Testing 
Many type of testing will be implemented during the unit and 
integration testing to minimize the possibility of the fault occurs. ach unit 
will be test up before the integration process to be take action. This will be 
used lo verify the program design that defined in the early stage. 
6. System Testing 
After all units have successful! te tcd, the combination or each 
module will need the whole y tern testing before it an be d •Ii 'r . ,' st .m 
testing will used to verify the y tern de i )O. 
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7. Acceptance Testing 
Users will involve in the acceptance testing to check the implemented 
defined requirements. After the acceptance testing, the system wilJs delivery. 
8. Operation and Maintenance 
System will be monitor and to make sure all functions have 
successfully implemented. System will be maintenance periodicity. 
Requirements 
Analysis 
System 
Design 
Operation & 
Maintenance 
- __ Validate Requirements -- --- 
--- --- Acceptance 
Testing 
Verify System Design .--~~~~~~---. 
--- --- --- System --- --- 
Te ting 
Program 
Design 
Verify Program Unit & Integration 
r- - -D-e~i~ - - - Testing 
\.. / 
Coding 
Figure 3.2 V Model 
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3.1.2 Techniques Used To Define Requirements 
There are many kind of the ways can be used to define the system 
requirements. But appropriate and effective techniques must be used to elicit 
the users' requirements. So these are the research methods that T'm using to 
get Important information from many of the viewpoints, they are library 
research, internet research and survey. 
3.1.2.l Library Research 
I went to library to do the research regarding to the online web-based 
application. I have study some books or material, searching internet to gain 
information, borrowed some reference books as reference and photocopy some 
related information from the books. After 1 keep on looking on these online 
related information and finally I have a deeper understanding on on line system 
design and how a web-based application does system can be implemented 
effectively. 
3.1.2.1 Internet Research 
l am using the Internet and the computer lab services that supply from 
our faculty FSKTM to surf around the net looking for information and have a 
deeper understanding about the tools and web te hnology that available in 
order to complete thi online y tern. 1:3e idc that I al 'O used this Intern ·t 
service to look for the existing stem that imilar to the Virtual I usincss 
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Center subsystem and study how the online system work through the Internet 
and get more understanding to the existing system workflow. 
3.1.3 Conclusion of System Requirements 
From the research above, I found that most of the student is really hampered 
by the financial burden. Some of the student is using the illegal text books, mean 
that they use a photocopy books. When reach end of the semester, many students 
who indent to sell out the used books are hardly find the way out. So is the time to 
create a place like a Virtual Business Center Subsystem to solve the communication 
problems between the students. 
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4 Ch~pter 4 - System Requirement Analysis 
4. 1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement describes an interaction between the system 
and its environment. [1] It is a statement of the service or functions that a 
system should provide how the system reacts to particular inputs, and how the 
system should behave in particular situations. [Sommerville, 1998] 
The functional requirement for Virtual Business Center Subsystem 
consists of three main modules: User Management Module, Auction Module 
and Trading Module. 
4.1.1 Us~r Management Module 
;... Proyides online registration for new users 
;... Allows users login, Validation users authentication 
;... Allows users to view, update, and add-in their personal profile 
~ Allows users to view their own messages or emails 
;... Allqws users to view their own account profile 
;... Allqws users to top up their prepaid token account 
4.1.2 Auction Module 
>-- Proyides an electronic market place for auction 
>-- Allows sellers to upload, edit and delete products information 
r Products au lion period setup 
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)lo- Bidder must bid higher than the current bid or the minimum bid for any 
product 
)lo- The token will be automatically deducted from the buyer's account after 
completing the auction I transaction 
)lo- System able to detect the highest biding and automated inter-exchange of 
successful bidder's and owner's contacts 
4.1.3 Tr~ding Module 
)lo- Provides online catalogue for User/Guest viewing 
~ Provides online Shopping Cart 
~ Provides onJine newest bulletin to acknowledge user 
~ Proyides searching feature 
~ Provides online request form 
~ Allows online purchasing 
~ Allows simple payment through prepaid token system 
~ Proyides Help function 
4.2 Non-Functions! Requirements Analysis 
Non-functional specifications are the con traint under which a system 
must operate and the standards which must be met by the delivered sy tern 
[Sommerwille, 1995]. The -Market Online ystem mu t en ures certain web 
application qualities like user-friendliness, correctnc s, functionalit , 
reliability, flexibility, efficiency as well as maintainabilit . 
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4.2.1 Sqalability and Integration 
It is a very import feature of the system to expand and integrate with 
other existing system. This system must be develops to be able to extend in the 
future when the users is increasing to a huge number. This system need to 
have a flexibility to integrate with existing system. For example integrate with 
the existing university system in local universities. 
4.2.2 User-Frlendllness 
User interfaces design creates an effective communication medium 
between a human and a computer. Therefore, it is very important to make sure 
that the interfaces fulfill user-friendliness so that it would not cause trouble to 
users. The Golden Rules [Mandel, 1997] coins three rules: 
4.2.2.1 Place the user in control 
This will define interaction modes in a way that does not force a user 
into unnecessary or undesired actions. Besides, it also provides flexible 
interaction for different users for instance via mouse movement and keyboard 
commands. 
4.2.2.~ Reduce the user's memory load 
One of the principles that enable an interface to reduce the user's 
memory load is by reducing demand on short-term mcmor . Th· int ·rll1 ', 
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should be designed to reduce the requirements to remember past actions and 
results. 
4.2.2.J Make the interface consistent 
The interface design should apply to consistent fashion where all visual 
information must be organized according to a design standard that is 
maintained throughout all screen displays. Apart from that, input mechanisms 
are constrained to a limited set that are used consistently throughout the 
application. Lastly, mechanisms for navigating from task to task are 
consistently defined and implemented. 
4.2.3 Correctness 
A program or system must operate correctly or it provides little value 
to its users. Correctness is the degree to which the software performs its 
required function. To ensure this application quality, lots of testing and trial- 
and-errors wi11 be carried out. 
4.2.4 Fu.,ctionality 
The functionalities stressed here are the searching and retrieving 
capability, which is very important in any web application that deal with data 
retrieval from existing databa e. eside , navigation and browsing Ieatur s as 
well as application domain-related features will be tak 'tl into uc .ount. 
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4.2.5 R~liability 
Reliability is the extent to which a program can be expected to perform 
its intended function with required precision [Pressman, 2001]. It is closely 
related to correct link processing, error recovery and user input validation and 
recovery. 
4.2.6 Flexibility 
Flexibility of the system is stress on the Java-based system, which is 
able to receive user request from multi-platform. In other words, whether a 
user makes request from Windows-platform computer or Linux-platform 
computer, the user is able to retrieve the appropriate output. This is indeed the 
stren~>th of the technology used in developing the subsystem. 
4.2. 7 Efficiency 
Undeniable, efficiency is the main key for implementing the new 
meetings management system. Efficiency is understood as the ability of a 
process procedure to be called or accessed unlimitedly to produce similar 
performance outcomes at an acceptable or credible speed [Sommerwille, 
1995l Efficiency is measured base on re ponse time p rformance page 
generation speed and graphics generation speed. 
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4.2.8 MC\lintainability 
System maintenance accounts would require more effort if the system 
is not designed according to good programming practices. Maintainability is 
the ease with which a program can be corrected if an error is encountered, 
adapted if its environment changes, or enhanced if the customer desires a 
change in requirements [Pressman, 2001). 
4.2.9 Accessibility and Simplicity 
System must be easy to learn and suitable to any range of users. Some 
experience user requires a direct interaction with users, but some of users may 
lack of knowledge about the information technology. lf the system is simple 
access and provide a guideline when user facing problems, then the user will 
fell friendly and more closely to the system. 
4.2.10 Response Time 
A system response time is very important to ensure that user will not 
fel) bore to the system. A faster response time is better than a slower. Consider 
as a 9uality of program design and implementation of the system design. 
4.2.11 Security and Integrity 
The propo ed y tern ha also ecurit measures to minimize the risk 
of data disclose to unauthorized user . y t m can pre nt th' unauthoriz ·d 
data modification from unauthorized users. 
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4.3 Software Specification 
4.3. 1 Deyelopment Platform 
Windows is chosen as the development platform. Microsoft's Windows 
2000 is built to work with a series of microprocessors from the Intel 
Corporation that share the same or similar sets of instructions. 
The main reason for choosing Microsoft's Windows 2000 as the 
development operating system is because most of the computers in FSKTM 
are currently installed with Windows 2000. Therefore, the implementation of 
the new system can be done easily and effectively. 
MySQL has become a very popular choice for Web applications, 
particularly those serving Web content. Developers have been choosing 
MyS~L because it has some very nice attributes. [7] 
4.3.2.~ Advantages of MySQL [7) 
l. MySQL is extremely fast when running SQL L • T taternents. MyS L 
was built for speed. The core of the MySQL engine is very small and tream- 
lined, and the default table type (a modified lSAM table) was de igned 
specifically for running S L .. Ts quickl . If our application .alls for th· 
advantages of a relational data tru .ture but the databu 'C .ont ·nts ir 
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relatively static -- as is often the case with Web content or product catalogs -- 
MySQL's speed is a great advantage. 
2. MySQL is also undeniably stable. In both your production and serving 
environments, you can be reasonably confident that MySQL will be up and 
processing queries as long as power flows to your machine. 
3. Its relatively shallow learning curve. Web applications don't require many of 
the advanced and arcane features that are found in the large, expensive 
proprietary RDBMSs. Even if you're new to relational databases you can 
learn MySQL and create very sophisticated Web applications in a short 
period of time. 
4. Cost-effective, easy to use and reliable. One doesn't need weeks of expensive 
training and a shelf full of manuals to make it work well. The MySQL 
support is truly outstanding. [10) 
4.3.3 Data Access Technology 
JD~C is chosen as the data access technology because of the features below: 
l. JNQI support - Ease of deployment (gives JDBC driver independence, 
makes JDBC applications easier to manage) 
2. Connection pooling - Performance improvement (a connection pool is a 
cache of database connections that is maintained in memor , o that the 
connections may be reused). Important for implementing a distributed 
transaction proce ing system 
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3. JavaBeans™ (RowSet objects) - Send data across a network to thin clients, 
such as web browsers, laptops, PDAs, and so on. Access any tabular data 
source, even spreadsheets or flat files. Make results sets scrollable or 
updateable when the JDBC driver does not support scrollability and 
updateability. Encapsulate a driver as a JavaBeans component for use in a 
GUl 
4.3.4 W~b Server 
JSP is web server-independent, which means it can be developed in 
IIS, Apache Web Server or any other web server. ln this proposed system, 
Apache Tomcat 4.1 has been chosen as the development web server as it has 
been fully developed as Java-based Web Server under Jakarta project carried 
out b~ Apache. With simple configuration, it is able to run the application 
smoothly as expected. Tomcat 4. l .8 Beta is the latest release. Tomcat 4.1 is a 
refactoring of Tomcat 4.0.x, and contains significant enhancements, including: 
[8] 
~ JMX based administration features 
~ JSP and Struts based administration web application 
~ New Coyote connector (HTIP/1.1, AJP 1.3 and JNI upport) 
);..> Rewritten Jasper JSP page compiler 
~ Performance and memory efficiency improvement 
);..> Enhanced manager application support for integration with de clopmcnt 
tools 
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);> Custom Ant tasks to interact with the manager application directly from 
build.xml scripts 
4.~.s $qripting L~n91J~9~ Technoloqy 
JSP has been selected as the web development tool for the proposed 
system. The reasons of choosing JSP are as follows: 
Benefits of Servlets Over Traditional CGI. [9] 
1. Powerful 
Servlets support several capabilities that are difficult or impossible to 
accomplish with regular CGl. Servlets can talk directly to the Web Server, 
whereas regular CGI programs cannot, at least not without using a server- 
specific APT. Multiple servlets can also share data, making it easy to 
implement database connection pooling and similar resource-sharing 
optimizations. Servlets can also maintain information from request to request, 
simplifying techniques like session tracking and caching of previous 
computations. 
2. Convenient 
Servlets have an extensive infrastructure for automatically parsing and 
decoding HTML form data, reading and cuing I lTTI headers, handling 
cookies, tracking sessions and many other high I" el utilitic ·. Scrvlcts i · 
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especially convenient for those who already know Java Programming 
Language. 
3. Efficient 
With traditional CGI, a new process is started for each HTTP request. 
If thy CGI program itself is relatively short, the overhead of starting the 
process can dominate the execution time. With servlets, the Java Virtual 
Machine stays running and handles each request using a lightweight Java 
thread, not a heavyweight operating system process. 
4. Inexpensive 
There are several free or inexpensive Web Server available that are 
good for "personal" use or low-volume Web sites. xclusive Apache, most 
commercial-quality Web Servers are relatively expensive. Besides, for any 
Web Server, no matter its cost, adding a servlet support to it (lf it doesn't 
come preconfigured to support servlets) costs very little extra. 
5. Secure 
CGT programs often executed by general-purpose operating system 
shells. This becomes the main weakness of l program a whenever 
programmers forgot to consider certain array check, the y tem will be opened 
up to deJiberate or buffer overflow attacks. In thi case, servlets suffer from 
neither of these problems as if a ervlet executes a remote s st m call to 
invoke a program on the local operating y tem, it does not usu a shell to do 
so. 
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6. Portable 
Servlets are written in Java programmmg language and follow a 
standard API. In fact, servlets are supported direct]y or by plug-in on virtually 
every major Web Server. They are now part of the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise 
Edition (J2EE), so industry support for servlets is becoming even more 
perv~s1ve. 
Benefits of JSP: 
~ Versus Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Even though ASP is a competing technology from Microsoft, the 
advantages of JSP are twofold. First, the dynamic part is written in Java, not 
VBSyript or another ASP-specific language, so it is more powerful and better 
suited to complex applications that require reusable components. Second, JSP 
is portable to other operating systems and Web servers. [9] 
~ Versus pure Serv lets 
JSP documents are automatically translated Into servlets behind the 
scenes. Nevertheless, relatively, it is more convenient to write regular HTML 
than to have a zillion println statements that generate the HTML. To some 
Web page design experts they can build the HTML using familiar tools and 
I.eave places for the servlet programmers to insert the dynamic content. [9J 
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');;> Versus Server-side Includes (SSl) 
SSI is widely supported technology for inserting externally defined 
pieces into a static Web page. JSP is better because you have a richer set of 
tools or building that external piece and have more options regarding the stage 
of thy HTTP response at which the piece actually gets inserted. [9] 
);.>- Versus JavaScript 
JavaScript, which is completely distinct from the Java programming 
language, is normally used to generate HTML dynamically on the client, 
building parts of the Web page as the browser loads the document. This is a 
useful capability but only handles situations where the dynamic information i 
based on the client's environment. With the exception of cookies, the HTTP 
request data is not available to client-side JavaScript routines. Relatively, Java 
is far more powerful, flexible, reliable and portable. [9] 
);.>- Versus Static HTML 
Regular HTML cannot contain dynamic information, so static HTML 
pages cannot be based upon user input or server-side data sources. JSP is so 
easy and convenient and it enables a mixture of regular static HTML with 
dynamically generated content from servlets. [9] 
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4.4 Ha1dware Specification 
Personal computer at least a 200 MHz 
128MBofRAM 
Monitor VGA or higher resolution 
Hard Disk~ least 1.0 GB 
Scanner, Digital Camera I Video Cam 
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5 Chapter 5 - System Design 
5. 1 Introduction 
System Design is one of a phase in the V Model. In this stage the 
system requirements that defined in the analysis phase need to transform to a 
system characteristics. System design is divided to four main categories: 
> System Architecture Design - Discuss how the subsystem is related to the 
processes and the networking component. 
> System Functionality Design - Defined the data flow and program workflow 
structure of this subsystem. 
> Database Design - Defined the structure of the database, relationship and the 
component that related each other. 
> User Interface Design - Design the interface for this subsystem that including 
the µser interface. 
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5.2 Ov~rview of System Architecture 
1st Tier 2nd Tier 3rd Tier 
Client WebServer ~ - t ~ - (Browser) -  Data Store 
Servlet (Relational 
I Java Aptication 
Database) 
I 
L_T P/IP I c 
Figure 5.1 3-Tier Architecture of Virtual Business Subsystem 
The conceptual architecture of the three-tier application applies when 
we split an application across three tiers are split into three logical components 
of the application: user interface, computational logic and data storage. ln 
reality, the three-tier Web applications generally consist of a Web browser for 
the u~er interface, a Web server connected to a "middle tier" application, and a 
persistent store that is frequently a relational database. 
Virtual Business Subsystem will be using JSP as the web development 
tool. After the middle tier receiv s client's requests, in the ame tier, Java 
servlets will communicate with java classes to decide way to proce the data 
in order to generate desired output to users. Apart from using Java ervlet , 
Javafsean can be used to communicate with the relation I databa e. A simple 
illustration on both the ways abovementioned i dis] la cd in Figure 5._ and 
Figure 5.3. 
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I Initialize 
~-~-- Request 
Request 
Servlet ResultSet DBHandler 
.... 
ResultSet Database Client 
Figure 5.2 Communication between Java Servlets and Database 
[Source: Myers, Thomas A, 1.999] 
---1 ...r Database j 
' 
HTML file- Entry 
into system, 
initialization 
' Main 
JSP 
page 
, I Mail j 1 Sender J 
J$P 
Output pages 
with form 
Figure 5.3 Communication between Java Bean and Database 
[Source: Myers, Thomas A , 1999 J 
Figure 4-3: Communication between Java Bean and Databa e to get 
relevant output. The main purpose of having three-tier architc turc is to assign 
main functionality to each tier to ensure no function overlapped. ilfcrcnt 
people could handle each tier u ing different languages. Th r ·fore, whcne 'r 
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there is error or system fault occurs, the problems can be detected and fixed 
easilr without interfering other tier. 
5.3 System Functionality Design 
5.3.1 Sy,tem Structure Charts 
The objective of system structure chart is to show how the modules in 
Virtual Business Center Subsystem are related to each other. 
Section 
Figure 5.4 Structure Chart for Virtual Business Center Subsystem 
Virtual Business Center Subsystem consists of three major parts, which 
are System Administration Section, Administrator Section and the User or 
Guest Section. Basically, the System Administration Section is to let System 
administrator to allow new user registration, send new password when users 
forger their password, validate user when they sign in, update users token 
account after completing the transaction and let the sy tern automaticall inter- 
chan&e the seller and buyer contact information. Admini trator ' tion is the 
section to allow administrators to manage the whole tern which I ' ap] rov , 
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product setup, user interface setup, product period setup, approve application, 
remove user, cataloging, newest bulletin, shopping Cart, searching and request 
form setup. Lastly, the User or Guest Section lets users to access and to 
manage their personal profile and use the system as the end-users. 
. . .. ..... ''.; 
-tsystem A.d.m1ii1stra,tio.n 
.':S~vtiOn; '.: · ·., .. . . .. 
; ', I ,,-,· .•.' ··~ ·;, 
' 
);> Users sign up 
);> Password retriever 
~ Validate users 
} Token Update 
).> Seller and Buyer 
contact exchange 
Users Registration Virtual Transaction 
Figure 5.5 Structure Chart for System Administration Section 
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Auction 
I 
J;.. Approve product setup 
> User interface setup 
)> Product period setup 
t' 
I 
-. 
User Setup 
)- Approve application 
,. Remove user 
Business Center Setup 
)> Cataloging 
)> Newest Bu11etin 
> Shopping Cart 
) Searching 
) Request Form 
Figure 5.6 Structure Chart of Administrator Section 
Auction Setup 
) Upload Information 
).> Period Setup 
____ _,·:.X.Is~rs/Goest 
·· Section 
Business Center 
);.> Buy and sell used 
product 
Profile Management 
-,, Pa w rd Changing 
»: Add/delete profile 
.. ).- Message/email 
).- Account profile 
).- Tran action report 
11'igurc 5.7 tru Cure 'lull'I for llsns I Guc'l \•dhm 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) rs a method used to graphically 
characterize data processes and flows in Virtual Business Subsystem. DFD 
will depict the overview of the system inputs, process and outputs. 
5.3.2~1 The advantages of using DFD are: 
~ Further understanding of the interrelatedness of modules and sub modules of 
Victual Business Center Subsystem. 
~ Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and 
processes have been defined. 
DFD is easy to be understood as it has symbols that specify the 
phy~j.yal aspects of implementation. There four basic symbols in DFD: entity, 
flow of data, process and data stores (see Table 5.1 ). 
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Table 5.1 DFD Symbols 
Svmbols Attribute 
I I Entity 
FlowofData ~ 
n Process 
I Data Store 
The convention, which is used to design DFD are based on the work by 
C.G~ne and I.Sarson. The data flow is· conceptualized with a top-down 
perspective. So, the Context Level Diagram will be drawn, followed by the 
Diagram 0. Diagram 0 is an overview process of all the major modules in 
Virtual Business Center Subsystem that includes a11 the data stores, entities 
and process involved. 
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Guest 
I 
Bulletin Info / 
Catalogue Info 
Transaction Report 
Usen Info 
User's Message 
I 
Search Result 
Users Bid Info 
Keyword 
New User Info 
Approve & Reject Product Info 
Bulletin & Catalogu Data Administrator 
Virtual 
Business 
Center 
Subsystem 
Buy Sell Report 
Product Message 
Uploaded Product Info 
i 
Sell Product Info 
,. 1r ,. •r 
Figure 5.8 Context Diagram of Virtual Business Center Subsystem 
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Search 
Product Data 
Item 
SearclRequest info 
r---------.-i Manage User 
N w User Info 
Keyword 
Users 
Product Info 
.---.. 
User Message 
~--,---,--' 
, r 
Create 
Message 
Sell Product 
Sell Product I lo 
Transaction Report Select Product Info 
Bid Info 
Product Message 
Approve & Reject Product Info 
~·------ ulleti7 Data 
~ Uploaded Product Info 
Guest 
:"llBulletln Info 
Ct!talogue Info ______ __,, 
Administrator 
User Info 
I 
Bldde 
I 
Buy Product 
Bid 
Shopping Cart 
Selected Product Info 
Sale Product Info 
Create Report Transaction Data Sale 
Figure 5.9 Zero Diagram Of Virtual Bu inc s 'enter 'ub st'"' 
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5.4 Da(abase Design 
Data storage is considered by some to be the heart of an information 
syst~m (Kendall, 1996). It is a central source of data meant to be shared by 
many users for a variety of applications. The heart of a database is the DBMS 
I 
( database management system), which aJlows the creation, modification and 
updating of the database; the retrieval of data; and the generation of reports. 
The main objective of database design is to make sure that data is available 
when the user wants to use it. Apart from that, the accuracy, consistency and 
integrity of data must be assured from time to time, to provide efficient data 
stora~e as well as efficient updating and retrieval. 
In 1976, Peter Chen had introduced the use of the entity-relationship 
model (E-R Model). An E-R diagram contains many entities, many different 
typea of re.lations, and numerous attributes. The benefits of Entity Relationship 
modeling are mentioned below: 
);;> Databases need to be designed and entity relationship (ER) modeling is an 
aid to design. 
»- An ER model is a graphical representation of the system and is a high-level 
conceptual data model. 
);;> Supports a user's perception of data and is independent of the particular 
DB:fv1S and hardware platform. 
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5.4.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary or metadata can be defined as a main storage used for 
store data in an information system. Data dictionary are used to correct, 
documentation and resort the data. Data dictionary will be defined all element 
in the table for a database. 
In Virtual Business Center Subsystem, one database had been defined 
namely eMarket and contained 9 tables, which are User table, SeJler table, 
Item table, Bid table, Sale table, Message table, Shopping Cart table, Bulletin 
table and Token Reload Card table. 
Database Name: eMarket 
Table namy: User 
Description: Store information about each user that accessing to the system. 
Table 5.2 Table of User Table 
~t~,~~~~"'ilrfuJl~Niiifi:~:\~:i. .,,,. ·~ i Ai~'-llata Ty·p¢ · ~:~•,;1• J '":i-'" ·- - ''Description ., , . 
User ID Auto System-generate unique identifier 
Username Varchar Login name 
Password Varchar Login password 
Name Varchar User Name 
ICNo Varchar User JC Number 
MatrikNo Varchar User student number 
DOB Date Date of Birth 
Street address Varchar 
City Varchar 
State Varchar 
Postal Cody Varchar 
Country Varchar 
PhoneNo Varchar --- - - Active Boolean Flag indicating an active user -- Registerfrate Date/Time Registcru<L ate -- -- Last Login Date/Time Date and time th' u er logg 'cl into (he aepli uion -- 
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Table naIT\e: Seller 
Description: Store additional information about any registered user who is a 
seller- that is any user who makes an item available for sale. 
Table 5.3 Table of Seller 
User ID Lon 
Itemslisted Long Total number of item that this user 
has ever listed for sale 
ItemActive Long Number of item that currently for 
sale 
LastActivity Date/Time Date and time of the most recent 
time that this seller changed the 
items the for sale 
Table name: Item 
Description: A place to store product that are being sold. 
Table 5.4 Table of Item 
ItemName Varchar 
Descri tion Text Textual descri tion of the item 
Askin Price Currenc Price that the seller desires 
Notifyl'rice Currency Price lever at which the seller 
should be notified 
seller ID Long Foreign key indicating the seller of 
the item 
Listingdate Date/time Date and time that the item was 
listed for sale 
Expiration.pate Date/Time Date and time that the item will no 
Ion er be for sale 
[temStatus Varchar - can be blank, 
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Table name: Bid 
Description: Store bid record. 
Table 5.5 Table of Bid 
Amount that the buyer is willing to 
a for the item 
Bid.Amount Currency 
Foreign key, indicating the item 
bein bid on 
ItemID 
Timestamp 
Long Foreign key, indicating the person 
biddin on the item 
BidderID 
Date/Time Date and time that bid was 
submitted 
BidChange Currency Difference between current bid and 
Table name: Sale 
Description: Store sale record. 
Table 5.6 Table of Sale 
r ~t· · F.:~ld'N~un · - ,, ~, .: Data Type Description .J:i, "" i J e . I ... 
Sale ID Auto System-generated unique identifier 
ItemID Long Foreign key, indicating the item 
being bid on 
WinningBid Currency Final selling price of the item - 
Buyer ID Long Foreign key, indicating the 
successful buyer of the item 
Seller Approval Boolean lndicates that the seller has 
approved the sale 
Buyer Acceptance Boolean Jndicates the buyer has accepted the 
sale 
Completionlrate Date/Time Date and time that the sale wa 
completed 
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Table name: Messages 
Description: Store the entire message that generate by system or any other user. 
Table 5.7 Table of Message 
user ID Long 
Varchar 
messa e 
Sender 
Message Text The message form the system to 
each user 
Status 
Date/Time Messa e issue date and time 
Boolean Indicates whether the message 
status read and unread 
Table name: ShoppingCart 
Description: Store user's selected item that still not go to the check point yet. 
Table 5.8 Table of Shopping Cart 
Item Status Varchar 
Foreign key, indicating the person 
who sho the website 
ItemID Long Foreign key, indicating the item is 
bein 1 selected to the cart 
Price Currency Indicates the price of the selected 
item 
Indicates the status of an item, can 
be have stock, on order, no stock 
Active Boolean f ndicates selected item to 
check oint 
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Table name: Bulletin 
Description: Store all newest bulletin that request by any users. 
Table 5.9 Table of Bulletin 
Int 
Administrator will determine the 
end date for the item to public on 
the main web site 
Active 
Varchar 
ItemName Varchar 
B 
Date/Time 
ExpirationDate Date/Time 
Boolean Flag indicates the active status of an 
item 
Table namt:(: TokenReloadCard 
Description: Stores reload card information. 
Table 5.10 Table of Token Reload Card 
i:Fiei<l ·Name ' .. ,,, Data Type · 
r Description 
·~ 
i 
CardID Auto System-generated unique identifier 
Seriesblumber Varchar The series number of the reload card 
Generated.Date Date/Time Date of the card issued 
SoldDate Date Time Date of the card sold 
ReloadDate Date/Time Date of the card reload with system 
Price Currency The price of the reload card 
Status , Boolean Flag indicates the legal card 
User ID Long This card reload by who 
5.4.2 Re~ationships - Class Diagram 
Relationship used to cla sification the relationship between tables. 
There are three types of cstabli hed inter-table relationship' whi h an; one to 
one (I: I), one to many (I :N) and man to man (M:N). The din irnmmuti · 
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representation of this subsystem database relationship is illustrated in the Class 
diagram in Figure 5.11. 
PK UserlD Item 
UserName PK ltemlD 
PK ~ Password 
Name ltemName 
ltemlD IC No Description 
WinnlngE\id MatrikNo AskingPrice 
BuyerlD DOB NotifyPrlce 
SellerApRroval StreetAddress SellerlD 
Buyer Acceptance .City listingDate 
CompletiqnDate State ExplrationDate 
Country Item Status 
Phone No 
Active 
RegistredDate 
Lastlogin 
Us~rlD 
lterntisted 
ltemActive 
ltemActivity 
Series Number 
GeneratedDate 
Sold Date 
Price 
Status 
UserlD 
UserlD 
Sender 
Message 
Message Date 
Status 
Bulletin. 
S~opplngCart 
PK Bulletin ID 
l2b21u2iag~iu11D PK PK 
Item Name 
UserlD le(TllD Quantity 
Item ID BipderlD RequestDate 
Price · TimeStamp ExpirateDate 
Item Status Bi~Amount Active 
Active Bi<i!Change By 
PK MessagelP 
Table 5.11 Class Diagram of Virtual Business uter ubsy tem 
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5.5 User Interface Design 
File E<it _View F- Tools He~ 
OBOck · :!O Li@ tli1)S~c11 ~'Fa~tes fiJ-. e> {1· .:;,, fiJ [J ~ fH~ 
;';;ci&~;; 4filN:;J;;;;;;i;.--;;;oo;"~:;;~~·-~--""''~--:" ~--'-·-~ -~~~~-- 
~""'J~':--:::7m"""'"''-:::::====================~~-3- 
[ fk1 /C1~1 'lurt1i And ~"1Jn J,r1,1"' r~ud(,? 
l 
' 
lnttriductloH tlMi!lrkat !;yst•m 
TI)issystem provides a.good and wide OpportlJnity far stlld_~nts (as supplier) to advertise and sell 
their second hand products and students (as buyer) to buy second products from supplier or sellers. 
,E-Market provides auction activities and purchase-selling used books among student. 
c.•.'· I 
· .(The main powerful unique feature that provide by the E-Market system is the electronically making 
( paymen·i- Eleclronlc payment. _Electronlc payment allows payment to be made through prepaid 
ct'oken System. This ideal is similarto a user Who buys a prepaid reload card and applying a few 
·"'simple steps to reload tlie air time cnedit of the mobile phone. Prepaid taken system is specifically 
1designed 
ror student's sake, ancl the users (studehts) are needs to buy a reload.card at any 
,specified places in orderto do\ng the selling-buying process through the net. The reason Why 
introduce this prepaid token system to the student because most of the local uniVtlrsities students 
1don•t have the tredit card 
!
irtual Business Center Subsystem is brings a lot of benefits because ·many of the local universities 
tudents are difficulty to sell their used text books and used products and Who f'ac1ng the financial 
roblerns always difficult to get the used text books ta minimize the financial burden. So, this 
ubsysrem is provides a place for students (buyers and sellers) to meet and do their buying and 
elling processes. They may just sit down at home and browsing the net and they can easily do the 
uying and selling process among the students . 
• •. his SubSVStem provides a Wide oppol'tunltv for sellers to advertise and sell their second hand 
Figure 5.10 User Interface Design 
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6 Sys~em Implementation 
6. 1 introduction 
The system implementation stage revolves around stages in the 
development environment which is program coding and database 
development. In this phase, the system requirements and design are being 
implemented and converted into program code. However due to certain 
limitations on the programming language, selected Database Management 
System, development platform as well as protocol used which contradicts to 
the actual system design and therefore certain modifications are needed in 
order to develop the system in accordance to the limitations of the 
development tools chosen to develop the system. 
6.2 Development Environment 
6.2.1 Hardware Used in System Development Process 
~ AMP Athlon[tm] Processor 1.34 GHz 
~ Memory 5 l 2MB SDRAM 
~ Hard disk 19GB space 
~ Other standard desktop PC compliance 
6.2.2 Software Used in System Development Process 
~ Windows XP Professional v2002 - perating y ncm and crver Platform 
>-- J2SDK 1.4.0 - Require for Java Environment 
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~ Apache Tomcat 4.0 - Web Server 
);;> MySQL - Database (Freeware) 
);;> PremiumSoft MySQL Studio - Interface for My SQL (Shareware) 
);;> Internet Explorer 6.0- Web Browser 
);;> Edit Plus 2.0 - Code Editor (Freeware) 
);;> Microsoft Word XP- Thesis Documentation 
6.2.3 Operating System 
The platform or operating chosen for the development of Virtual 
Business Center Subsystem is the Microsoft Windows XP. The rationality 
behind the choosing of Windows XP rather than window 2000 as the operating 
system as mentioned in Chapter 3 is solely based on the performance as well 
as the reliability of the operating system architecture, user friendly and good 
graphic presentation of interface. These features eventually make the 
Windows XP become an ideal operating system in future. 
6.2.4 Installation Operation System 
The installation of Windows XP may differ from the in~tallatiu11 
method of Home User versions of Windows operating system namely 
Windows 98 and Windows ME since both the system requires DO 
environment to install the operating system. The same cannot be aid to 
Windows XP because as the system disk is being booted, local installation 
files are being copied into the system and therefore the user will not intcra tin 
DOS environment. Instead, the user arc bcin r offer ·d a simple int rill whi .h 
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is thy menu prompting the user to input their installation options whether to 
clean install a new version of Windows XP into the system or upgrade the 
current operating system into Windows XP. Hence this offers the user more 
user friendly computing environment. 
6.2.5 W~b Server 
The Web Server chosen for the development is the Apache Tomcat 
4.0. Its provides the system administrator to configure the web server in 
accordance to their preferences such as the customization of the selection of 
protocol used, port configurations, scripting preferences, debugging options 
and other features in order for the server to accommodate the various 
functional requirements of the system. Apache Tomcat is selected to be the 
web server because it's a standalone web server that supports ervlets 2.3 and 
JSP 1.2. 
6.2.6 lnstallatlon Web Server 
The first step before installation the web server on the machine is 
installing the JDK (Java Development Tools). Make sure you have JDK 1.3 or 
l.4 installed and your PATH set so that both "java -version'' and "javac -help'' 
give '1- result. 
Second steps arc in talling the Apache T meal. Downl ad the oltwarc 
and un pack the zip file for the latest vcr 'ion. dit install dir/conf/scr er.xml 
and change the port attribute or the .onncctor clement from 8080 lo 80. 
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Windows XP automatically starts IIS on port 80. So, if you use XP and want 
to use port 80 for Tomcat, you'll need to disable US. Set JAVA_HOME 
variable to the base JDK directory, not the bin subdirectory. 
6.2.7 Database 
The database selected for developing in the eMarket system is 
MySQL. Chosen MySQL to be the database management because it's most 
popular Open Source SQL database, is developed and provided by MySQL 
AB. MySQL AB is a commercial company that builds its business providing 
services around the MySQL database. Beside that, anybody can download the 
MySQL software from the lnternet and use it without need to pay money. 
6.2.8 Installation Database 
Download the software from the internet and unpack it. Start installs 
and creates the databases in accordance with your requirements. During the 
installation, please select the NT service. After installation, if the MySQL is 
not started automatically, please to go Control Panal\Administrative 
Tools'Services and select MySQL and start the services. 
6.3 Coqing Standard 
Coding is an iterative proce s whereby it i done until the programmer 
obtains the desired results. There are two types of coding approach; one i:) top- 
down and the other one is bottom-up. The bottom-up oding is based on 
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coding some complete lower level modules and leaving the high-level 
modules merely as skeletons that are used to call the lower modules, whereas 
the top-down approach is the reverse. 
Virtual Business Center Subsystem was developed modularly using 
bottom-up approach. The system was developed follow by modules. After 
each module is develop, combination between modules to be the main module. 
For example, the login module was the first module to be developed in the 
User Management Module. Combination between login module, new user 
register module, messages module and account module will produce the main 
module - User Management Module. 
Java Server Pages (JSP) is the main scripting technology in building 
system's web page. JSP page is likely to be composed of a combination of 
three types of syntax- some parts JSP, some parts HTML tags, and some parts 
pure text. Each of them is not hard to distinguish. Each JSP section contained 
within<% and%>,<%! and%> and<%= and%> delimiters and statements 
falls in this block are called JSP script. Java is used as the scripting language 
as the JSP statements. 
Apart from the server-side scripting, client-side scripting also i used 
to enhance the web page performance and interactivity . Java cript is being 
used as the scripting language and delimited by the <S RIPT> ... <IS RIPT ..... 
tags put in the BODY tags and java script file . 
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Another useful technique being used is inserting pre-built blocks with 
"#include" statement in a JSP page. For example, both top banner and right 
banner menu are managed in separate files. Then, pages that required 
displaying a top banner, for instance, used this include statement to achieve its 
display function. This approach is able to minimize duplication and simplify 
the possible maintenance work in the future. If the maintainer wish to modify 
the top banner, he or she only require making modification on one file, and 
without modify all the relevant files. 
6.3.1 Coding Example 
Every developer has his own style on writing the program. Understand 
the coding style will help the reader easier to understand the program. The 
coding style that used in the whole system will be listed as below: 
6.3.1.1 Pure JSP Script 
This is the example coding taken form the "loginAction.jsp" to 
perform the login function for user. 
break; 
}}} 
//---------------------- ·nd odi ng l lerc !----------------------------------- 
%> 
<%//-------------------------Start Coding Here!--------------------------------- 
while (rs.next()) { 
//Step 1: Check username 
if (usemame.equals(rs.getString("Usemame"))) ( 
dbGotValue = I; 
//Step 2: Check Password 
if (password.equals(rs.getString("Password"))) { 
dbGotValue = 2; 
Figure 6.1 .J P Coding 
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6.3.1.2 HTML coding 
This is the example coding taken form the "index.jsp" to display the 
information to user. 
·<html> 
·<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-us"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title--elvlarket System</title> 
</head> 
<BODY background=vimages/bg.jpg" onload="choosePic()" class=body> 
<table class=table align=center border=2 bordercolor=#d8bfd8> 
. <tr class=headerlc-Introduction eMarket System</tr> 
<tr><td colspan=2 bgcolor=#e6e6fa><p>This system provides a good and wide 
opportunity for students (as supplier) to advertise and sell their second hand 
products and students (as buyer) to buy second products from supplier or sellers. E- 
, Market proyides auction activities and purchase-selling used books among 
student. <IP> 
</td></tr> 
</table></body></htm I> 
Figure 6.2 HTML Coding 
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6.3.1~3 JavaScript Coding 
Java script has been used widely in the system to do the form 
validation. Java script is choosing to perform this task because the language 
can be used in both IE and Netscape browser but VBscript can only be used in 
the IE browser. This is the example coding taken form the "Randow.js" to 
perform the random choose banner from the data store. 
//----------------------start j avascri pt here!---------------------------------------------- 
myPi c =new Array(''images/banl.gif', "images/ban2.jpg", "images/bans.gif", 
"images/ban4. gi f", "images/ban5. gi f", "images/bane. gi f", "images/ban 7. gi f", 
"images/ban8.gif', "images/ban9.gif'); 
imgCt = myPic.length; 
//banner data store 
function choosePic(){//function of random choose an images 
if( document.images) { 
randomNum =Math.floor ((.Math.random()* imgCt)); 
document.myPicture. src = my Pie] randomN um]; 
}} 
I /-----------1-----------end of script here!----------------------------------------------- 
Figure 6.3 Java Script Coding 
6.3.1.4 Include Files 
The technique was used to include files is showing below (taken from 
the "index.jsp file"): 
<%@include fi1e="ban.html"%> 
II include t e file name ban.html in to the "index. is ' 
Figure 6.4 Jnclude Files 
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6.3.1.5 Database Connection 
The database driver used in the system is Java Database Connectivity 
(JDBC). The connection string used is showing below: 
catch (Exception e) { 
out. println( e. to String()); //catch errors and print them out 
<% 
String connectionURL = ''jdbc:mysq1://Jocalhost:3306/eMarket"· 
Connection connection= null; . ' 
Statement statement= nuIJ; 
PreparedStatement ps =null; 
ResultSet rs= null; 
try{ 
//load the driver 
Class.forName('1com.mysql.jdbc.Driver").newlnstance(); 
//make the connection 
connection = DriveiManager.getConnection( connection URL ' 
"wenhaur", "J 59"); 
statement= connection.createStatement(); 
} 
} 
%> 
Figure 6.5 Database Connection String 
6.3.1.() Comment in JSP 
There are three type of comment in JSP. The most type comment i m 
used in the program is type 1 in the example below. The reason i because the 
comment can be short and meaningful enough for the developer. Comment in 
type 2 w111 normally used when the developer will comment more than I line 
in the script block. And the comment type is u cd when the developer want 
to document the comment in the final tagc or the program ritin 1• This 
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comment type become very special compared to other server side scripting 
language like ASP and PHP. 
This will be comment in JSP 
This is the second line ... 
l. // This will be comment in JSP 
2. !* 
*I 
3. /** This comment can be documented in the future ... *! 
Figure 6.6 Type of Comment in JSP 
6.4 Component Diagram 
A component diagram shows a collection f related c mponent . 
Different authors may use component diagrams in different way . •igurc .7 
shows the dependencies between the ource code and the byte code in Ja a 
programming language. Before a computer can run a Java pr gram the 
computer will translate the coding into an intermediate language call Ja a 
bytecode. Bytecode is the platform-independent code that interpreted b an 
interpreter on Java platform. The interpreter par e and run ach Ja a 
bytecode instruction on the computer. ornpilati n happen ju t once; 
interpretation occurs each time the program i exc utcd. 
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<<compiles>> <<Source Code>> 
Convert.java 
<<Bytecode>> 
Convert.class 
<<Scripting Code>> 
index.jsp 
<<converts>> <<Source Code>> 
index$jsp.java 
<<compiles>> 
<<Bytecode>> 
index$jsp.class 
Figure 6. 7 Component diagram - Dependencies in Java 
As shown in Figure 6.7, Convert.java (source code) i compiled and 
becomes Convert.class (bytecode) that can be interpreted by Java interpreter 
(which is also referred to Java Virtual Machine, JVM). While in Java er er 
Pages, JSP, a JSP page (which contains scripting language) i c n crtcd t 
Java Source when it is involved for the first time (by calling the J P page from 
client' s browser) by JSP or ervlet container (is al o referred to Apach 
Tomcat for this system). Th n, the s urce code i c mpilcd to Ja ab tccodc. 
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Besides showing the dependencies in a programming language, 
component diagram also can be used to show the dependencies in between 
components of the system. For example, in Figure 6.8, when a user clicks a 
sign in button in a particular page, user's browser will firstly send a HTTP 
request (either using POST or GET method) to a server. At server side, the 
servyr will compile the source code to be byte code then to a class file. Later 
server will make a request to the database to retrieve the related data from 
particular table. After processed the data (for example validated the username 
and password or did some calculations), the server will forward the proce ed 
data ~o a JSP page. When the JSP page receives the data, th user eith r will 
successfully login or redirect the user to the login page for invalid us r. 
<<JSP>> 
loginActionjsp 
<<forwards>> 
<<nms>> 
< requests>> 
<<Database's Table>> 
User 
<<Byte d >> 
)oginAction$j p.cla 
Figure 6.8 Component diagram - Dependencie in h tw en compon nt, 
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6.5 Module Implementation 
There are three main modules in Virtual Business Center Subsystem: 
User Management Module, Auction Module and Trading Module. ach 
module is consists of several functions. 
6.5.1 U5ier Management Module 
6.5.1.1 Login & Logout 
The Login function will perform the username and password checking 
before a user can login to the system. 
The Logout mainly to cancel session of a user on the y tcm after they 
finish their works in the system. 
6.5.1.2 User Registration 
It allows new users who interest to become the memb r of the tern 
and will doing any sell - purcha e transaction with the y tern. Rcgi trati n 1 
required for new users because the ystem need to trace wh i u ing the 
service provided by the system. 
6.5.1.3 Personal Profile & hange Password 
Allows regi tered user to edit the profile and ihan 1 th ·ir I nssv or J 11:-; 
well. scrs are allowed to update their personal pro ile su h us th' c 1111 1 
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information so that the system can have the correct information when they 
need to do some transaction with the users. 
6.5.1~4 Message 
This function is an additional service that provided by the system. The 
mes~ages will inform the users when any transaction occur between the u er 
and the system. This function can be upgraded to the auto notification by using 
the email server. 
6.5.1.,5 Personal Accounts 
Users are allowed to top up their accounts through the ystem. cs ide 
that, users can easily check their account balances through the web itc. /\Is 
users can view the transaction reports uch a the purchasing report r the 
selli~g reports. 
6.5.2 Auction Module 
6.5.2.1 Search for Item 
The system has provide the searching fun tion to all re 1i ·t ired an I 
unregistered u ers. Thi function allows u er to car ·h for an of th · us ·I 
item in the databa e. 
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6.5.2.2 Auction 
Registered users are allowed to bid any used item that posted by other 
users in the system. Users are not allowed to bid on his I her own item. After 
the posted items expired, the seller is either will extend the period of the item 
or he I she can sell it to the highest bidder. The system will automatically 
calculate the highest bid among the bidder. 
6.5.2.3 Post Item for Sale 
This function allows users to post a new item for the auction. Image 
upload is also available in this function. 
6.5.2.4 Edit Posted Item 
After the users posted an item, users are allowed to edit the detail for 
that \tern. 
6.5.3 Tr,ding Module 
6.5.3., Search for Books 
The system also pr vidcs the searching ervi c to all the r gi ·t 'r ·d and 
. 
unre¥istered u er t search the book . his function allo s LJ.' rs t< s •ar h lt)I 
any ~ ed book that in our databa se. 
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6.5.3.2 Shopping Cart 
Users can select any of the used books in the trading module and can 
add it into the shopping cart. Users are allowed to add more books or remove 
the books from the shopping cart before they proceed to the check out counter. 
6.5.3,.3 Request Form 
Registered users are allowed to request any of the used books in the 
system by filling a special request form. The users will be nqtin~~ ~hf~ttP~ 
messages either the request is approved or rejected. 
6.5.3.4 Sell Form 
User can use the online ell Form that provided in the web uc t ell 
any of the books in the system. The user will be notified through me sages 
either the request is approved or rejected, or when the system decid want t 
buy the books from the users. 
6.5.3 5 Latest Bulletin 
This function will list out all the u ed b k that me u er had mad' 
the request on those books. nly the rcgi tered u er are all \ cd t II th 
parti ular book in the system. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
During system implementation, system requirements and designs were 
converted into program codes. Besides, it also involves development 
environment setting such as the operating system and the database server. 
Several software tools were used to deploy the design into machine-readable 
language and then in turn to produce the required applications. 
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7 System Testing 
After the program had been coded, it is the time we need to test the 
program. Testing is one of the vital parts of system development. During this 
stage, the system is tested for errors and bugs. The main purpose of doing 
testing is to detect errors that may exist in the beginning of development. After 
found any bugs or errors, the process of fault remover are runs to remove any 
bugs before the system runs in the real time. Besides the system is tested to 
discover errors and bugs, it also aims to find out if system's requi rem en ts have 
been met. 
In developing a large system, testing usually involves everal tage . 
Therefore the testing proposed for the y tern can take place as man a 3 
stages: 
)... Unit Testing 
~ Interation Testing 
»- System Testing 
7.1 Unit Testing 
The primary goal of unit t sting is to con Ii rm the unit f the pr gram i 
coded correctly and it performs the function and logic what it i upp . cd to 
perform. This tage rt ting verific the omp nent fun tion: properly v uh 
types or input expected fr m tudying the component' dcsi in. 
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The first step can be done in unit testing is to examining the code. The 
code for each component is reviewed and is compared to its documentation for 
misunderstanding, inconsistencies and other fault. This process is also known 
as code review. 
Secondly, we can use the Control Object Testing technique to do the 
unit testing. Command buttons are clicked to test their functionality and text 
boxes are tested with different data types and also null value to make sure 
invalid data will not cause any fault. 
After we test on different data types like number , character r dat i 
used to test certain function because some control object will nl accept 
certain data type, invalid data type can be traced by the y tern without 
causing any error. 
Lastly, we can select the test case. Test ca e are developed to en ure 
that the input is properly converted to the de ired utput. , to tc t a 
component, input data and condition are chosen. Then the mp n nt i 
allowed to manipulate the data, and output i obser ed. 
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7.2 Ex~mple of Unit Testing 
Table 7.1 Adding New Item for Sale 
Test Result Anal Ex ected Out ut 
Post a new item to sale The record is inserted 
into database 
Record is inserted 
successful! . 
Below is the sample coding that will perform adds a new item into 
database in the auction module (SellAction.jsp). 
String sql ="INSERT lNTO Stock SET ltemNam -"' + 
Convert.ChangeString(request.getParameter("namel "))+"',Description='"+ 
Convert.ChangeString(request.getParameter("name2")) +"',A kingPrice='" + 
request.getParameter("name3") + '", MinPrice='" + request.getParameter("name4") 
+ "', SellerID="' + request.getParameter("SellerrD") + "', Listingfrate=" +now+'", 
ExpirationDate="' + request.getParameter("name6") + 
request.getParameter("name7") + '", ltemStatu =Active'"; 
statement.executeUpdate(sql); //update into database 
7.3 lnt~ration Testing 
When the unit testing meets the objective, all arc working correctly and 
no error found, it is the time to combine them together in a w rking tern. 
This integration is planned and coordinated o that when a failure cur the 
failure can be found easily. There are a few technique can e perf rm in th 
integration testing: Bottom-up Integration, Top-down lntegrati n, id-ban 1 
Integration, Sandwich Integration and ompari n of lntegrati n trat cgie . 
The approach had been taken to s tern': integration t .stin 1 \ us 
Bottom-Up Integration. Thi i ne f the popular appr a h · thnt m r 
components to test the larger stem. Wh m this m tho I is us ti 'ti ·h 
comp nent in lower level f the tcm i. tc t d indi idu 11 irst Th n th 
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next components to be tested are those call the previous test ones. This 
approach is followed repeatedly until all components are included in the 
testing. 
7.4 System Testing 
System testing ts about to ensure the system meets the user 
requirements. There are several steps in testing a system: 
)> Function Testing 
)> Performance Testing 
)> Acaeptance Testing 
>- Installation Testing 
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7.4.1 Function Testing 
A function testing check that the integrated system performs its 
function as specified in the requirements. Therefore, use cases can be used as a 
guild for the function testing. 
Table 7 .2 Use Case - User Management Module 
Activities Tested 
Enter nothing and click 
login button 
Ex ected Result Result 
Cannot be submitted. As expected 
JavaScript prompted 
error messa ze. 
Enter non-alphabet and 
non-numeric character or 
enter less than 6 characters 
for the assword field. 
Enter a correct username 
and password and click 
lo in button 
nter a incorrect username 
and password and click 
lo in button 
Enter a correct username 
but incorrect password and 
click lo in button 
Cannot be submitted. A expected 
JavaScript prompted 
error message. 
No error message and A expected 
login is successfully 
rror message is 
prompted 
A e pected 
rror message i J\s c p ctcd 
prompted 
Logout 
Register I 
Edit Profile 
Click Logout 
Click other page after click 
Logout 
Key in an invalid email 
addre s s 
Key in all fields correctly 
but empty for the an fi .lds 
that arc not re uircd 
Key in all field. correctly 
No error message and A c p t d 
logout is succc full 
Some of the link are A expe ted 
not display. And all 
button are di abled t 
prevent un-login u r 
to submit 
Error me 
rom t d 
J\s ex pc led 
Key in all the fields No error me age and J\ c: pc tcd 
correctly and click Register regi trati n i 
button succes f utl ~:..:.:..::_:.:_~~~~~-:-~+-::-- 
Key in all field correctly · rror me sage is 
but put spaces or symb ls prompted 
in username or as word 
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but empty for the any fields prompted 
that are required 
Key in either Tel or Mobile No error message. As expected 
Phone fields or both. 
Key in nothing in Tel and Error message is As expected 
Mobile Phone fields. prompted 
Change Key in nothing and click Error message is As expected 
Password Change Password button prompted 
Key in less than 6 Error message is As expected 
characters and click prompted 
Change Password button 
Key in the field with No error message and As expected 
numeric and click Change password changed 
Password button successfully 
Top up Key in the field with non- Error message is As expected 
Account numeric and click Top up prompted 
bu non 
Key in the field not 8 Error message is As expected 
numbers and click Top up prompted 
button 
Key in the field with No error mes age and A expect d 
numeric and click Top up token top up is 
button successfully - 
Messag"' Delete any messages No error me age and A expected 
message delete 
successfully. ·- 
View messages by click the No rror me age. A e p cted 
Next and Previous link. 
Table 7.3 Use Case-Auction Module 
Use Case Activities Tested 
Post New Key in all the field No error me 
Item correctly and click Add item added 
New button success full 
Key in nothing and click I\ exp tcd 
Add New button 
Enter non-numeric for the , rror message i A e p ctcd 
Asking price and minimum pr mpted 
pnce, 
Bid nter bid amount correctly No error mes age and A ' p ctcd 
bided su · ' sfull 
Key in non-numeric ... rror m .ss igc is 
r rnpted 
Purchase lick at purchase link. A conform mcsse ic s > xpc '( ·d 
Item h uld dis] lu . - 
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Table 7.4 Use Case - Trading Module 
R ult 
Key in all the required 
fields correctly and click 
Re uest button 
No error message and As expected 
request form sent 
successful I 
Request 
Form 
Key in nothing and click 
Re uest button 
As expected 
Enter non-numeric for the 
Price Ex ectation. 
As expected 
Key in all the required 
fields correctly and click 
Submit button 
No error message and As expected 
request form sent 
successful] 
Sell Form 
Key in nothing and click 
Submit button 
As expected 
Enter non-numeric for the 
Place our rice button. 
As expected 
Click at Add to shopping 
cart 
As expected Shopping 
Cart 
A conform me age A expected 
should dis la . 
Click at the link called 
Remove. 
rror message i As expected 
prompted 
Click at the Confirm 
Buying button without 
check the check b 
There are 2 ituation A c p cted 
will ccur: Purcha e 
Book ucc sfu 11 
and Purcha Bo k 
Not Succes full 
Click at the Confirm 
Buying button with check 
the check box 
Click at link called Request 
for This Book and place the 
rice with non-numeric. 
Click at link cal1ed Request 
for This Book and place the 
rice with numeric. 
Purchase 
Books 
age and A xpc tcd 
ent 
Click at link called ell 
This Book to Us and place 
the rice with non-numeric. ---!--- 
Click at link called ell 
This B ok to U and place 
the rice with numeric. 
Sell Books A c 'P icted 
No error me age and 
ell fi rm sent 
ucce full 
Click at purchase link. Purchase 
Books 
As \'P · ·t ·d 
I\ ion form m •ssn 1 , 
hould dis In . 
lick at Remove link As •, p · ·1 I 
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7.4.2 Parformance Testing 
After have convinced that the functions work as specified, the 
performance test compares the integrated components with the non-functional 
requirements. These requirements, including user-friendliness, correctness, 
functionality, reliability, flexibility, efficiency constrain the way in which 
system function are performed. 
7.4.3 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing is done to make sure that the ystem meets 
customer understanding of the requirements, which may be different from the 
developer. This testing will be done only when the y tern i delivered t the 
customer. 
7.4.4 tnstallation Testihg 
lnstallation testing is the final stage for the y tern te ting. he te ting 
required the whole system delivered to the cu t mer and in tall the tern at 
customer site. The installation testing perform te ting n the integration f th 
software which had been developed and hardware n th m r site. Th, 
testing is required becau e we need to make ure after the 
with the hardware, has perform properly on the cu tomcr itc. 
tern inte ratio! 
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7.5 Conclusion 
Testing on the system had been done successfully. Testing is important 
for ensuring the functionality of the system has runs correctly follow the user 
requirement. 
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8 System Evaluation 
System evolution will document the result which had been developed 
(Virtual Business Center Subsystem). This chapter will cover the problems 
encountered during the development process from the beginning till the end of 
the project, the solutions to the problems, the benefit or strength and the 
limitation of the system being develop and the future enhancement for the 
system. Lastly, conclusion will conclude based on the whole proj ct. 
The documentation for the system evaluation of Virtual Bu ine 
Center Subsystem will cover some topic as listed below: 
);.> Problems faced and the solution appli d to it 
~ The strengths and limitation of the system 
).. Future enhancement for the system in the f utur 
~ The conclusion of the whole project 
8.1 Problems faced and solutions applied to it 
During the process of developing any kind of pr [cct there mu t me 
with some difficulty to the dcvcl per. It is the arne ituati n wh n l 
developing th sy tern, which i facing man diffi ·ult f om th · ripting 
language of thi sy tern (J P). The main rca on is .l 1 i a n v t hnnl ' r 1 
me. Thi made th development procc s bccom ' 
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I have listed some of the main problems that occur and solutions to 
overcome it: 
8.1.1 Lack of the experience in developing huge system 
The main problem for a developer when developing a complete system 
is the experience. There are difficulty for us to define the project scope and the 
logic flow of the system. ln order to obtain the experience of developing a 
complete system, it cannot just read the information we get either from the 
internet or from books. Although the eMarket system (Virtual Business enter 
Subsystem+ Administrator Subsystem) is done by 2 person in group but there 
faced problems when the process dev lopment started. We don't have the real 
concept of how actually a real system runs. 
Jn order to overcome these problem , 1 use the exp ricnce fr m the 
industrial training which I had done in last year, where 1 involve in te ting n 
the ERP system. Beside that, Virtual Busines enter uh tern a m the i 
title also come from the there which i the ideal i c me fr m c i ting tem 
such as ERP system and eProcurement system. The ideal i al 
doing the case study on the internet for the auction module. 
me when I 
8.1.2 Lack of knowledge in JSP (Java Server Page) 
J p (Java crvcr Page f r u 
A P (Active ervcr Page) where I had 
.huol, • l sid · 
'hiss 11pt111 
language bring' (;I lot of' problem to me While de cl pin I th ' 
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because in order to work within the java environment, we need to configure 
much more than if compare with using ASP. Beside that, we don't have the 
basic of the java programming at all. 
This problem have been solved very soon because 1 have study a lot 
about the basic requirements in order to use the JSP. Discussion had be n 
made with my partner and my friends to understand better about the language. 
In order to be convenient to me, 1 have bought a reference book for the 
purpose of writing JSP coding, and rea11y I had read many f the example 
from the book and the source from internet. 
8.1.3 Lack of the technique for designing the interface 
This subsystem is mainly developed for the u er ide. Lack of the 
technique to design an interactive interface i a main problem. A d I ping 
for user needs very beautiful and dynamic web pages that can attract cust mer 
or user to visit the web side. 
1 had been visits a lot of web id thr ugh the internet and take a 
look of the web side design. Thi is quite u ef ul r r me t d ~ uitablc 
web side to my system. Beside that, I had a ked f r help f rm fri ind 
their opinions to the web page after I com out the intcrfac . 
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8.1.4 Time constraint 
The time constraint becomes one of the main problems that J need to 
overcome. Besides need to develop the system, the developer also needs to 
concentrate on his study. Mainly, this was due to lack of experience in 
developing system and causing used too much of time in doing the researches. 
Therefore I had rescheduled my time for study and time for develop 
the system. There are a few periods that l used to develop the system are the 
semester break between semester l and semester 2, the mid term breaks for the 
semester 2. During the holidays, I can put more effort on the system c mpare 
to during the study week. 
8.2 System Strengths 
There are some strength that can be found from the y tern i f om pare 
with other existing system. There are listed below: 
8.2.1 Introduce to electronic payment 
ln order to let every student hav the amc priorit t bu and .cll th 
used product through the web portal, we have the main powerful uniqu 
feature that provide by the e-Market y tern i the ele tr ni 'all ma in 
payment - •lectronic payment. --le troni pa m nt nllov s I 1 m nt to l · 
made through prepaid token Y tern. Thi. ideal is imilar to a user , h bu · u 
prepaid reload card and appl in a Ii w . implc st 'PS to 1 •It n I the 1i1 tun· 
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credit of the mobile phone. Prepaid token system is specifically designed for 
student's sake, and the users (students) are needs to buy a reload card at any 
specified places in order to doing the selling-buying process through the net. 
The reason why introduce this prepaid token system to the student becau e 
most of the local universities students don't have the credit card. 
8.2.2 Second hand product web portal 
This system provides a good and wide opportunity for students (as 
supplier) to advertise and sell their second hand products and student (a 
buyer) to buy second products from supplier or sellers. -Market pr vide 
auction activities and purchase-selling u ed books among student. By u ing 
the web portal, student can easily sell their u cd product nd al o can e ii 
buy fur books with lower price. 
8.2.3 Request form provided 
This feature is special d sign for th c who are looking for book that 
the system doesn't have the book record. Thi i a better wa t 1 k the b 
compare to keep on asking his I her friend or cni r for the b k. 
8.2.4 Integrate with other system 
Thi ·y tern can be integrated in an lo 'al um crsit pt 
econd hand pr duct web p rtal to tud nt. 
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8.3 Sy~tem limitations 
8.3.1 Security 
The password is not encrypted when it is posted from user's browser or 
stored in database and this will result in high vulnerability of password. 
8.3.2 Nq Password retriever 
The system does not include the service for retrieving back the 
forgotten password to user when the user requests for it. Therefore, if the u er 
have forgot their password, there need to contact the system admini trator f r 
a new password. 
8.3.3 A~to email notification 
The system does not include the mail server where the y tern can ind 
messages to user that have transaction with the sy tern uch a v hen ou ar 
the first timer login to the system, the user will r ceived aw le me me ge. 
8.3.4 Nq rules and regulation 
There are no any rules and regulation in the tern. An b d wh i · 
registered is able to do the tran action and an ref u c 
tran action that involve them. There ar 
taken to the black Ii tcd u er. 
in n tiou ' tll 
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8.3.5 NQ database backup 
There is no database backup service provided from this system. Thi 
will reduce the re1iability and integrity of the system when the database 
corrupted. 
8.3.6 Less flexibility 
There are less flexibility of the auction and trading module . U er i 
not allow to cancel the requested form in the trading module and cannot made 
cnanse the decision to second highest bidder for a posted item when the 
highest bidder refuse to complete the transaction in auction module. 
8.4 Future enhancement 
In this project, even the project is fulfilled the user requirement and 
the functionalities of the system, but it still can keep on enhance in rder t 
have a better system. Following are ome of the enhancement an be d nc l 
the system in the future: 
8.4.1 Increase the security 
ncrypt and decrypt or en itivc information 'U h as passx ord. 
Password should be ncrypted it i ent to er 'rand st red in th dutubus '. 
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8.4.2 Password retriever 
Develop a module that enable user to retrieve back the forgotten 
password by sending the password to the client email. 
8.4.3 Auto email notification 
Add on a mail server to manage the auto email notification to u er the 
transaction completed. 
8.4.4 D~tabase backup 
Back up the database periodically t mcrea e the reliability and 
integrity of the data 
8.4.5 Aqd more flexibility to the auction and trading module 
Allows user to cancel the requested form in th trading m dule and 
make changes the decision to second highe t bidder for a po ted item v hen the 
highest bidder refuse to complete the tran acti n in auction module. 
8.5 Project Conclusion 
After few month of the development, the tern "virtual Bus111 · ·s 
enter ub y tcm" an be Sc id i. . ucccsstutl don'. Th · s st nu rs .onsid •1 s 
ha meet all defined bjcctivc . Th s st im al oh 1 ful 111 d all th run ti mnl 
requirement, non-function I re uircrn int, sol \ ar r iquir in im an l luu Iv u · 
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requirement. The methodology chooses was V Model for the process of the 
development for this system. The methodology has gives a lot of guide to the 
developer so that the system can be done without facing any big problems. 
The creation of this type of project has brings a lot of benefits. It's 
brings a lot meaningful experience especially in developing a huge system, 
experience of how to communicate and corporate with other people n doing a 
big project. It's also carried out many useful experience on u ing the 1 
technology especia11y for the developer's future. On the oth r hand, the project 
also gives a chance to the developer to practice the programming skill, let the 
developer learn how to install the required oftware and hardware and the 
confifuration on the software it self. This kind of experience ure will let the 
developer get a job easier on the next day. 
Lastly, although the sy tern had been done ucc fully, the arc till 
lot of the limitation on the system. After consid r the time con traint th 
' 
developer have to leave the limitation to the future nhancement to impro e it 
so that the system can perform better functionality in th future. era II, th 
developer discovered that the p rsonal, analysis and ther related ill with 
him are still need to improve for bctt r erforrnancc in the future pr ~e t. 
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9 Appendix A 
9.1 Installation Guide 
9.1.1 Server Side 
9.1.1.l Minimum Hardwff re Requirement 
I 
)lo> Pentium Ill 500 MHz 
'I 
)lo> 128MBRAM 
)lo> pointing device 
y keyboard 
9.1.1.~ Minimum Software Requirement 
~ Microsoft Windows 2000 erv r or Micro oft Window. 2000 Prof ional 
or Microsoft Windows XP 
).> MySQL 
} JD&C driver for MySQL 
);.- Java 2 Platform, Standard dition, J2.. ver 1 n l .3 or abo e 
} Apache Tomcat version 4.0 or above 
9.1.J.3 Installation Instruction 
).> Download and install Java oft are c clopm nt Kit JI . lnstnl! th· 
J2 according to the instructions included' ith th 1 k'l" ·. 
).- cl an environment variable .IA VA 11 Ml~ to th' pathnnmc r th' 111··tc1 ' 
into which you installed the JI) rclcas . 
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~ Download and install Apache Tomcat. lnstall the Apache Tomcat according 
to the instructions included with the release. 
~ Select the JDK's pathname when prompted. Be sure to check the 'Install NT 
Service' when prompted. This will enable windows to start the Apache 
Tomcat Server as a service every time the computer is started. 
~ Download and install JDBC driver for MySQL. Install the driver according 
to the instructions included with the release. 
~ Download and install MySQL. lnsta11 the database according to the 
instructions included with the release. 
).> Download and install PremiumSoft MySQL tudio. In tall the dri er 
according to the instructions included with the relea e. 
).> Set"'1P the database. Copy the databa e from th gi en nam 'd cMarkct to 
directory (install , dir/mysql/data/). Make ur the attribute of the file 
R AD ONLY is unchecked. 
} Open PremiumSoft MySQL Studio. For the first time plea e click at the 
"Connection" button to build or establi h the c nnccti n with M L. at r 
please set up a user by click at the "Manage U er " button. Ii k at a "Add 
User" and enter the user Name: wenhaur, 11 t: mput r name r IP 
addrease), password: 159. After ucccssfull reatc the user, ili .k at the 
'Grand All" button for the lobal Pri i1ege . 
} Setup th web erver. opy the ourcc code to hard dri · 
.,_ ~dit tall_dir/Apache Tomcat 4.xx/conl/· 'r cr.xml. d I tlus l11R' \ uhm th· 
<I lost tag. 
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<Context path="/eMarket" docBase=''c:\eMarket" debug="O"></Context> 
//assume the eMarket folder is copied to the c drive. 
)ii> Save the server.xml and restate Tomcat. To restate the server (Tomcat), go to 
control panel -7 administrator -7 double click at Services -7 select Tomcat 
from the list and right click to chose the restart to restart the server. 
~ Testing the server. Open an internet browser and go to addres 
http://Iocalhost:8080/eMarket/user/. If the browser display the web site 
without any error, that's mean the web server is setup successfully. 
9.1.2 Client Side 
9.1.2.1 Minimum Hardware Requirement 
).- Pentium 133 MHz 
} 64 ty1B RAM 
9.1.2.2 Minimum Software Requirement 
)ii> Any operating system 
).> Any browser (best view in L 6 in 768xl024) 
9.2 User Manual 
Virtual u mes enter ub: y tern is On1,; part or th ·Mnr l s 't m, 
Thi ystem i de ign c peciall for the user side. Th h m 
ystcm i "index.j p". ·1 he u scr manual an di id intr _) .at r \I.' •1 
registered and unrngist1;red user. 
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9.2.1 Structure of Virtual Business Subsystem Home Page 
Home Page 
Flo Edit Y1eW Ftl'IOl'ites Tools Help 
e 
.,;1111ttrr 
Welcome Tot~ 
~ 
'0 ·1 ' : ,t·' 3 
Auction _ Bulletin, 
jobs. internet.com 
AboutUs 
lntraducdon oMorket Sywtem 
This system provides a good and wide opportunity tor students (as supplier) to advertise and sell 
l!ieir second hand products and students (as buyer) to buy second products trnm supplier or sellers, 
E-Market provides auction activities and purchase-selling used books among student 
The main powerful unique feature that prOYlde by me E-Market system rs ltie electronically mahng 
payment - Electronic payment. Electronic payment allows payment to be made through prep 1d 
token system This ideal is similar to a user who buys a prepaid reload card and opplymg o few 
simple steps txJ reload !tie air eme credit of the mobile phone. Prepaid txiken system 1s specihca'ly 
designed tor students sake, and the users (students) are needs to buy a reload card at any 
specified places m order to doing the selling-buying process through lhe net The r a on why 
introduce this prepaid token system to the student because most of the local un1Versrt1es 10tuderu 
don't have the credit card 
ntt1clutll1t11 to \lltWal BUiin• Cenhlf ti 
lvirtual Business Center Subsystem rs brings a lot of benefits because m.iny of the loc.11 univerirur.s 
\students are difficulty to sell their used text books and used products and who facing the hnnnc1 I 
1problems always difficult to get the used text books to minimize the hnanc1al burden So. thl~ 
'
subsystem Is provides a place tor students (buyers and sellers) tom et and do tt1~ir buying J11d 
selling processes They may iust sit down al horn and brOM1nq the net and th"Y c: n ~ ~11y do the 
jbuying ~nd ~~lling proms~ ~mnrio thr ~t11!1Pnt. 
hn1s Subsystem prQ\lldes a wide opportunltV for s llers to advertise nd sell th~lr second hJnd 
Figure 9.1 Home Page for eMarket System and Virtual Business Center Sub ystem 
Descriptions of the Figure 9. 1 : 
1. Home button, Books button, Auction button, Bulletin button and AboutUs 
button ((1) in Figure 9.1] will be the basic function that provided by the 
Virtual Business Center Subsystem for an unregistered user. 
)- Click at Home button will go back to the home page. 
)- Books button is a link for a user to search a used book in the database and 
view any existing used book in our system. User is only allowed to view the 
books information. 
)..- Auction button is a link for a user to search and pince a bid on in item. l lcr •• 
the user is limited to view the item information and the curt nt bid amount 
for the item. 
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~ Bulletin button is a link that allows user to view the list of the wanted books 
from other user. The list of the used books is the books that some users had 
made the request on those books. Registered user can sell the particular book 
to the system. 
~ AboutlIs button will contain the objective of the system. If there is any 
problem, user can contact the system administrator from this page. 
2. Search function [(2) in Figure 9.1]. The search function that provided in the 
system allows users to search for a used item or a used book based n the 
need of the user. This search function consists of two part : the 1st part i the 
Keyword field and the 2nd part is the Category field. Both f the field ar 
mandatory field. Users can enter whatever keyword that can help him/her t 
fin" out the particular book or item. In the category field (dr p-d wn menu , 
there are some categories that user can select and some atcgoric. that cannot 
be selected. The categories that can be elected include ookl , itl , I BN 
and Author for Book category; Stock I , Item Name, c cription, Price, 
Seller ID, Listing Date and Expiration Dat for the Item categor . Th ther 
categories if selected, an alert message will prompt out. 
3. Navigation links r(3) in Figure 9.1]. The e are the link that am ' ith the 
description in the first point above. 
4. The "Sign In" and the "New Member" link f(4) in ·i iurc .1 J. As a 
registered user, you can click at the " ign In" and I gin to the . st nn 
directly. lf you arc a new user, you can irn l cli k at the "Nev M .mb r" re 
regi ter with the ystcm. 
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User Login 
Home, , Booka 
- 
SEATOOLS & 
DISCWIZARD 
Flo Eclt ..,.., P""°'ltes Tools ~ 
Bod< • "'J l~J @ ii / ls-ch i.(F""°'ltes Mm € 
Ad<kes< f,li}-~:/(..;,,_:eoOOf_.~,_~.Jop .-· - 
Welcome To t-Mtrllet Select Category v I Search r lllond.sy, febru11y 10, 7001 l 
Auction Bulletln .. AboutU1 
Figure.2 User Login 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.2: 
l. For those who had already registered with the system, you can just type your 
usemame and password [(1) in Figure 9.2] to login to the system. 
2. The Usemame must be the valid characters which include A-Z, a-z, 0-9, 
space, _, -, : and (). 
3. The Password must be the valid characters and consist of minimum 6 
characters. 
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New Member 
W1lcom1 To 1-llllrk•I 
Home_. Books Auction Bulletin AboutUs 
' ) 
"Confim'I Pauword : 1 
Name:! 
<JC Number : [ 
Mallie Number · 
Dam or Birth .. 
'Email· 
"Straal AddrtH : 
·city: 
'Stal• : Select State 
(•.g. 781122016345 for m11layM1>) 
(• g. WE1ll10045) 
~ (ym-mm-dd) 
New Member Registration 
"tJsername: 1 
r 
'Password : · 
•Po1tal · 
·counll)' : 1 Maleyslo 
'T 11/ Mobila Phone· OR 
Cn~~ 
<• 0 '7300) 
Note Pluse onS•M you 11.i'l\I foll~~ uµ thoH m•nd•!Oly l,.J.Jt 111 .. ~••l With (") 
New Mombor Reui.vetton 
lia<k 
I<'igure 9.3 New Member Registration 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.3: 
I. For new user, you can register with the system by filling the registration 
form which is shown in Figure 9.3. 
)- Usemame - This will be the login ID for you to login to the system. 
Username must be the valid characters. It's a mandatory field. If the 
usemame that you entered exist in our database, you have to change it, or 
you will not be able to register with the system. 
)- Password - Key in the password with minimum 6 character· which mu t be 
the valid characters. Please remember your password properly bccau e th · 
system will not retrieve the password for you. It, s a mandatory field. 
).;> Name - This is not the mandatory field. Thi field indicate. the full num of 
the user. 
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);;> IC Number - Key in the correct IC Number. New IC is required for this field 
with 12 digits number (e.g. 790208015544). Error message will prompt out 
when the user key in non-numeric and the total characters is not equal t 12. 
(Currently, this is for Malaysian only.) 
);;> Matric Number - This is not the mandatory field. This is a student card 
number in schools or co11eges or universities. 
);;> Date of Birth - This is not the mandatory field. User can enter hi I her birth 
date if the user wants to do so. 
);;> Email Address - This the mandatory field for a registered user. Thi field i 
important because it becomes the contact information when an tran acti n 
is occurred. The seller or buyer will contact each other thr ugh their email 
addresses. 
).- Street Address - This is not the mandatory field. tore the trcct address of 
the users. 
);;> City - This is not the mandatory field. tor the city inforrnati n f the u er . 
);;> State - This is not the mandatory field. tor the stat inf rmati n r th 
users. 
>- Postal - This is not the mandat ry field. t re the p stal informati n f the 
user. This field only accept 5 digit number . 
>-- Country - This is not the mandatory field .• tore the ount information of' 
the users. 
).- Tel I Mobile Phone - The u er are required t fill in at lea t on' f 'Id. Th 
contact number will be an alicrnati c v a u .d b the s. st m tdministrnu 1 
to contact with the user .. This is the fast st v n and Ii 't m th I us I to 
communicate with the users. 
1.9 
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9.2.3 Unregistered User - Trading Module 
Books 
0 Bock • ..) ~j t;'J ; /' 1 Seorch 1;''{ FttVO<hs 
r·--=-- -- - ---~--. - --- - 
A<X>m l~rttp://-.t!alK_;_~user/lV~.l!._ -......_.....,,..._,_ ..,,----..,,..------+-"-..- 
Welcome To l-M.r11t1 SeleCI Categoiy " I Seott:h ) 
Home, M@+ _...,A..,,u..,.ctio..,.n~ ..... _,,..B ...ull_etl_n -·~ AboutUa 
Search By r--:S,-ecrch-:-=Fo-=r e=-oo..,.-k -,0 
Book Records 
BooklD Tiiie ISBN Author 
MlthHI J '''""'· fle\d a""oe Slnabh 
A Oluldl To 0--'lionhig .and lmpl•"'tn\lno Loo..l •nd 0·7DOO- 
'Md.t Alf• N.t11N0"9 1ocr.t.e ... .... 
2 record• found. 
Figure 9.4 Books Record 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.4: 
1. The books' records in the database will either display m two situations 
below. 
)> View Price - This situation occur when the book has stock currently and is 
available for sale. As show in the Figure 9.5, user is only alJowed to view the 
prices of the book. 
)> Request for book - This situation occurs when the book recorded has no 
stock at the moment. The user can rcque t for this bo k from the y tern by 
filling the request form. Sec Figure 9.6 (I his service is for re i t 
only). 
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2. The web page also provides the search function for searching the used books. 
See (3) in the Figure 9.4. This search function is same with the search 
function in the Figure 9.1. Please refer to Figure 9.1 description no. 2 to see 
the description for the search function The difference is that the category for 
the search function here is only for Book. 
View Price 
Bad<. 
~<J&.,.f.Q)httpr//~:eooo/~~.Jsplld-52 
>II l 
BookStocklO 52 
Ttlle A 01ulde To Oe~1,lgn1nu and Imp! mrn~ng Loe I 
nd Wide Area N rworl<s 
ISBN (). 7600-1093-5 
Author Michael J Palmer, Robert Bruce S1ncl 1r 
Edition 1 
Pullll her Cou1 n Tet.hnulogy 
Year 1999 
Ouantrty 2 
The book is intended to seive the needs of those 
Oescnpbon 111dMduals and 1nformabon system proresslQn Is 
Who are m learning more about networlang 
technologies 
Caregory rT I Compurer Science 
Book Detail 
Sotlect and add to •hopping cart 
#Sr Ardon 
Sol1tt and •dd 10 .tlopplng cart 
Figure 9.5 View Price & Book Detail 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.5: 
1. When the user click at the "View Price", the detail' about the b o will 
display together with the prices. If there is more than one book in the 'lock, 
the price of each book will display at the bottom f the page, e (I) in the 
Figure 9.5. Also, the user is unable to add it to the hoppin • art l for· 
he/she registers with the system. 
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Request for book 
Fie Edt View F.....,,los Tools Hell 
r<lfolttf.: 
;.f.HJOi-t 
,.c; '(fJt:b·JUf; ~ 
-~ 4') rcft • 'e 00{1 
'), 1\i.J ~•lli 
' ~~;11 )ti 
>~ttll'.rtV 
BookStocklD : 53 
Tiiie: sdfd 
ISBN fsdfsdfd 
Autl'lor: 
Edition 
Pubhsher · 
Year. 0 
Quantity 1 
Descronon 
Category 0 
Price Expectation RM 
SEATOOLS & 
DISCWIZARD •• 
()Back• ,J l:!..1 ~ ~J ) lseorm -ttF~ Mod4 ,Pl 
~••«lj~~:eOacfeM¥W-~'j;.,~.,,.d· 
Weltome To .. Market Mond"'f, Fob1uaiy 10, 2003 !I 
l:lome, M;t;S ff Auction Bulletin ~boutt.!s,_ 
flequost tor book 
I k 
lloquesi for book 
Figure 9.6 Request For Book 
Description of the Figure 9.6: 
1. When the user click at the "Request for book", the details about the book will 
display with "Price Expectation" field. User is unable to submit this form 
before he I she registers. See (1) in Figure 9.6, the button is di abled. 
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Bulletin 
.ollack. 
M:lre<S ,e)11t4i:~~~Jb<joti'l.jsplQ.JoM-53el'l'eReQID-13 
Home Books, 1 Auctlon M;mmm+ AboutUs 
~l 1Jm 
=·ll A< 
,. l).u·~• 'ft 
':>flt.';/) •I). 
>All'>utll'I 
la"'lll Dulletln - Sell Your Used Bool\s 
Sr# T1tl1 
1 Proar.tmmlnQ PHP e3 
1 record found. 
U..ck 
ilook Oe1all tor Pro91amming PllP 
Tiile : Programming PHP 
Aulllor: Rasmus Jay Lerdort. Kevin Tatroe. Bob Kaehms. Ric 
ISBN. 1565926102 
Edition: 
Publisher: 
Year: 
DateReq · 
Category· 
0-Rellly & Assocurtes, Incorporated 
0 
2003-02-10 
rT I Computer Science 
PHP Is a simple yet powerful open source scripting language for creating dynamic web 
content The m1n1ons of web sites powered by PHP are testament to ls populanty and 
ease or use PHP rs used by bolll programmers. who apprecl If: Its flcXlb II and 
speed. and web designers, who value Its ~cess1b1hly and coiwen1en 
PHP ''an authorlt81Ml guide to PHP 4, the latest version ol the lang 
Descnptlon · willl the unique knowledge of the creator of PHP. Rasmus Lerdorl T 
PHP lanQuaQe svntax and proi:iramminQ techniques In a clear and co 
~:J/.....V-1eoeo1~-~~~~~oA-eqll)oo<J 
Figure 9. 7 Latest Bulletin 
Description of the Figure 9.7: 
1. This is the latest bulletin that provided by the system to enable users to sell 
their books to the system. User will see the list of the books that requested by 
other users. See (1) in the Figure 9.7. You can click at any book title to ec 
the details whether you have the book or not. Unregistered user cannot 
submit this form. See (2) in the Figure 9.7, the submit button is at the bottom 
of the (2). 
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9.2.4 Unregistered User - Auction Module 
Auction 
W1lcom1 To Hltrk1t Ssled Co.tegoiy " J Sel!ICh I Monday, ~tbru$ry 10, 2001 1110 '1/ l'U B1clt 
o-. • ...) ~ @ '~I ;·15e«m t{F.-tM 
. Mi1r.,,fi)'i;tp:11..;,;;;,;;;,--oo00i~JP..-,tsp 
"' 
Home Books. 114'fi@,M Bulletin 
1-1 
,j I Search By 
AboutUa 
..... -.,, .. ,0 
11 Items cufTl!ntly for sale 8 ,'··· Item Hame Asking Price Llt11ng Datt Cumint Bid Bid Tlmo W•ldl ~M1UO ;!003.()2-0108,, ,. Ho lld1l'IH•llC J;l l1bl• RM 10.00 2003-02-0I 00'2:2 18 Ntlld:l"H•lll 
11 dgdg AM20..00 2003.()2-08 00'.M,()I No Bids Pl•o.d 
a ltem1 currently for Mile 
Figure 9.8 Item Record 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.8: 
1. This page will list out the items that currently for sales. Users are allowed to 
click at the Item ID for the item details and the bidding information. See ( 1) 
in the Figure 9.8. 
2. The page also provides the search function for searching the items. ec (2) in 
the Figure 9.8. This search function is same with the search function in the 
Figure 9.1. The difference is that the category for the search function here i 
only for Items. 
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Auction 
oeack .. 
Fie Edi: \/low F""°'ltes Tools Holl 
MOt••; .t'J htt;~ateMorlcot/lM'tAuctlon.1<1> ~w-JO 
Welcome To e-Mlriiet 
t fufrfillU 
>•' :rtd ~tflH1 
:, ~~lt\fJ~ nt 
> .. •nHf., 
Home, ..! Bulletin , About a 
e-Market System Bidding for Watch 
AmountBld 0 No bid$ have baen placod on t~ls ltam. Bidder ID Bid Date 
0 records found. 
LMI Chang• 
"P,uciion Detalls 
Stllti: .o 
RM:IODO 8UrtP1l1M1: 
No of Bids· 
Hl4JhttlDl4: 
Hlohut Glddtr: 
81,,t l)at.. 
tloH D.ttt: 
Tltnt Lttt 
RMOOO 
Nt 8ldd•1 
02A)tl2003 08 17 , .. 
o:ll1Q/200J DO DO DO 
36 ,,,. 12 'nsl~3 "''"' 20 ,... 
... 
A~r.llon Detail 
Figure 9.9 Bidding for Item 
Descriptions of the Figure 9. 9: 
1. The bidding information will show the current bid amount and the bidder for 
the item. See (1) in the Figure 9.9. 
2. Below the table of the bidding information, there are the auction details 
about the item. Only the registered user can place bid on the item. See (2) in 
Figure 9.9. 
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9.2.5 Registered User - User Management Module 
My Profile 
File Erlit \liew F""'1:.. Tools Help 
0 Bod< • ' .J l1£J ~ ~I ,• 1 Search ,,.'{ flMJ(les 
•Postal 86300 
•country: Mal1Sy11ci 
"Toi I Mobil• Phone. 'Ol-33788855 
12341J07) 
PLANIJT.COM~ 
Wtlcom• wenhaurl Select C..tegory " @!111§] .... My Message Books Auction Bulletin 
lnfomel:on Upd•(t Sumru!llllT 
~dll Pu1..,nol Prnflle 
Usemame : wenhaur 
Password , c '' ,01 " 
Name : 'Tham Wen HC11Jr 
IC Number, 791024015551 
Matnc N\Jmber: WET000074 
Oate of a1rt11 • 197~1 O-Z4 ~ 
'Email . wenh"ur@yMoo com 
•Street Address · KTM 19. Jl11C111 s nda 
'City : Rengam 
•State : Johor 
OR 016-3915894 (• g 0:>-12346/JT or 012· 
[updet J~ 
Nolt 
td11 l'a1sonel Profile 
,:t1til?://-.:llOOO/~-/Pr~-- 
Figure 9.10 Edit Personal Profile 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.10: 
1. This system provides a service that allows the users to update their personal 
details and the contact information. 
2. Users are allowed to modify any field that is changeable. 
3. Users also can change their password by click at the "Change Pa sword'. 
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Change Password 
Fie . Edi: 'llow FaYO<l:es Tools Hiit> 
()Back • ~ @ ; .,,,-hwm 1/:r- 
M:iro;s!i)http://~:eoOOi..;~,a-s>,;;..jsp 
Wllcc1m1 oaanhaur! Monday, ~eb1uaiy 10, 2003 1l ~107 Pl 
Bulletin fill!!P.P~9~ 
Change Password 
Old Password : I 
New Password . 
Confirm Password · 
Oieng1 Paatword j ( Oaai) 
ChangePMSWOrd 
ll>C.k 
Figure 9.11 Change Password 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.11: 
1. This system provides a service that allows users to change their login 
password. 
2. Users can change password by key in the old password and key in the new 
password and then confirm password with minimum 6 characters. The field 
is not accepting invalid characters. 
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My Account 
OBod< • ,J ~ i.;J ";J .; )se..m tJ:tF- M6cla ~ 
Md1m li],..;;,,,~-;-~/e~~/tronRe.; - ~~~~~~~-- 
)Jf )H "! 
,.,,-t1Prnn .. 
;ot'!if.U;t}\Utl 
> Ir ~ c.t1orJ I 1(1. 
)of, 'flllll~ 'itUJ: 
>l11pllp 
>t ' 
MtrthantSclect .:·:t· 
fti11\l{oll'.Jlll11!! ~ .. ~UJtt&~!f('°'' 
Search How For: 
r urn key Solutlons 
Welcome 1111nhaurl Selact Cetegoiy v I Sean::h J 
1-v"""Accwltl 
Token Top Up Histoiy 
Date 
2003.()1-28 Top Up Reload Card 
Token Top Up Hlslory 
ActlvlUH Value 
RM2QOOO 
( •Auction Report 
1 
Date 
Auction Report 
llem Neme 0 Wlnnlno Old 
Items uled Report 
Date llem name Soll Price 
flW 1100 
RM 11 00 
1003-0~-08 Wit\Otl 
2003-02-00 ... 
hem• aalod Report 
Books Purchased Report 
Data Title Price 
200J.01·2'0 A OhJlch1 h Dttidgf'lln; ll'ld lmplementlna Loul ind WIO "'u H•""'• 
lloolcs PurchHed Roporl 
.fl_ t.ttp;//.......i-:eooo/eMorket/_./tronlle:!'P 
Figure 9.12 Transaction Report 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.12: 
1. This is the transaction report that records all the transactions occurred 
between the user and the system. 
);;> The I st table shows the Token Top Up history for the user. Every time the 
user top up the account, it will record into this table. 
);;> The 2nd table shows the auction report. This report will record the 
successfully bidding on an item. 
> The 3rd table shows the Items Sale Report. Thi report will record the 
successfully sale items for a user. 
);;> The 4th table shows the ooks Purchased Record. Thi' r rt will rec rd th· 
books that had been bought by the user. 
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2. Besides the transaction report, the users also can check their account 
balances by click at the "Account Balance". 
3. Lastly, the users are allowed to top up their personal accounts here by 
clicking at "Top Up". 
Account Balance 
Fie Ell: Ylow F-., Tools ~ 
Bock • ~ ~ ;I l5eatdl ~F,_,t., 
Add<o,,[4i) ~:IJ_,,,..,:8000/eMa<lcetl.-/~ ---- 
W1lcomt wenhturl 
Home, • Mv.P;rofile W(llfM,l!ij!I MyMmag,1e.,, !._.,..Boo.....,.k•~ Auction 
Debi! 0Ctedll 
•MOOO AMllOOOO 
Pat\Onal Account Repurt 
ID Dato Subject 
40 2003.01·21 4D(T<*tntt>) 
47 20()).(>1·20 02 (l•CW\1•4'.10) 
Currontly you ecount b•l•nce It RM 118.02 
,. .. 1oot 
.... 100 
RM tOO 
Total (;\fl. 21.98 
Dal1nt1 ~ 0.00 
~ .. OtlO 
~MOOU 
AMOOO 
RM 100.00 
RM 1T~02 
31~\lf:iUtf'llO) 
22~u(:i!ulD) 
Figure 9. 13 Check for Account Records & Account Balance 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.13: 
1. Users can easily check their account balances here. Besides that, users can 
view the account details that record all the transactions between u er and the 
system. 
2. User will have the positive balance when B lance [ 1) in fi iurc .1 ) on the 
Credit ((2) in figure 9.13] side is greater then the ebit ide. 
3. The system will displayed 3 possible I in the ubjcct column. 
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~ TokenID-This refers to the reload card ID. 
~ AuctionID - This refers to the item ID that posted by the user for sale 
(Auction module). 
~ BookStockID - This refers to the books that the user bought from the 
system. 
Token Top Up 
l"lo Edit - Fl>l'<>r't.. Tools ~ 
Bock • l!J i;J ;l / l_.m I "-ttet - , 
Add"" fti ~://-....1llOllll/eMam!lj-(ToReload.jJp 
\111leom1 wenh111rl SaleC1 Ca.tegoiy 
Home _ MY,P,rofile1 1@4i!B41H MyMemge Boob Auction 
l okon Roload 
Your occount bwco 11 RM 178.02 0 
K•y In the I dl91t relo1d number f101n your own Rolold Coupon: (0 
Serial Number (1 g 1234'i678) \..:...) 
l!!,P up J l ReHtJ 
'rukon Reload 
Figure 9.14 Token Top Up 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.14: 
1. Users can easily top up their accounts here. Users are needed to enter the 8 
digits number in the reload card. See (l) in Figure 9.14. 
2. Before you can top up, you must buy the reload card from uny h p th u s tis 
the reload card. There arc varying of prices of the rel ad card in the murk t 
RM 10, RM 20, RM 50 and RM 100. 
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3. The Token Top Up process will produce three possible messages. 
~ If the top up process is success, the system will displayed "Top up 
successfully ! ,, . 
~ If the serial number entered is in used, the system will displayed "The card is 
already in used.". 
~ If the serial number is invalid, the system will displayed "The serial number 
entered not match! Please re-enter.". 
4. Users are also can view their latest account balances here. The new balance 
is displayed immediately after the top up process is succes ful. ee (2) in 
Figure 9.14. 
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My Messages 
,()a.ck • .) G ~ ;1 ;Jse.rch ·;rF- - ~t • '. 71 ) (~ e ~ 
A<Jdr«, -01.;;;;/worilou';oooleMorMt/USOf/Mm<age,jsp 
Welcom1 wenhaurl SeleclCalegoiy " { Seorcn J Tueway, Februaiy 11, 2003 171 
Home, L.MY.llrofile, • MyAccount. MiJIMliU Books • Auction 
:otton1~ 
)lv/'.Jrot.;•' 
, > f: .... 4CCl,IUU\ 
•t.!Y~. nun 
:,. ~OOh 
Bulletin §h£P.P.mgCart 
You havo 5 unread m .. age(sl. 
Sr# W-r-•r••M••tvom "" 
1108 
Wcwduttnbuynl•Ol4;fro111w11 1 
tlOCoived YQltf quot:.flmr 
1 4 We fouull tfw IHHik \ 1hlch you h ' 1 
YOOI fl1e re 'II lh•1ll h i!J•PfOV ··I 
Your Pro f 8.f'IUI IOnn t pondinu 
7 W(!1come To e.Mdr~ 
1 Mo .. •ges In lnbox 
ll998geDate 
2003.0131 
2!003-0120 
1000·0t·2Q 
200101 20 
200).01 2'Q 
200).01-21 
2003.(J f·21 
Figure 9.15 Personal Messages 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.15: 
1. The Blue color line at the top of the table will tell the users about the total of 
unread messages in their inbox. The Blue color line at the bottom of the table 
will record the total of messages in the users' inbox. 
2. Users can view their messages by clicking at the title of the messages. Sec 
(1) in Figure 9.15. 
3. To delete the message, users need to delete it one by one. Users can delete 
the message from the main page, (2) in the Figure 9. 15 or delete it while 
reading the message (in the other page). 
4. The unread messages will be mark with the ime re n color and th r ead 
messages will be mark with the LightBlue color. 
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9.2.6 Registered User - Trading Module 
Request Form 
ollock • ..) 0 ~ ~) /')5eorcll ~ F<IYOl'tos 
:~ .. ,~~~l~.;;;~)sp---- ---~ 
jobs. i nter-net .com 
Weleomt wtnhlurl Tu•adey, February 11, 2003 11. o 
Add Requlstlon of Book 
'Tille: 
ISBN: 
Author· 
,EfJillon; 
Publisher: 
Year. 
•Pnce Expectation (RM) : 
Asking Date. 11/0212003 
I Rllqueatlor Book 
Note Please ensure you h~vti hlled up tho·• m•nd lory field~ marktd with(/ 
Roquest for book 
Figure 9.16 Request Fonn 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.16: 
1. Users can use this request form when they cannot find the book they need in 
our database. 
> Title - Title of the book. ff s a mandatory field. 
> ISBN -ISBN of the book. 
> Author - Author of the book. 
> Edition - Edition of the book. 
> Publisher-Publisher of the book. 
~ Year - Publisher's Year oft he book. 
)ii> Price Expectation - Price xpectation to the book. It's a mund ito ti Id. 
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Sell Form 
File Edi: View Fovortes Tools ~ 
.oBack • .J 0 ~ • . j.JSe«<ti ~FINO<'tes Meda e 
M:lte« ,e)htti):/~~o~(.;;tsehin-:j;-~ 
:..t.t1i:rn.f1.1 
>~Af'•\H»d 
H<l>'M?=" 
Sells Book 
'Tlt1e I 
Author I 
•1SBN I >lu1lk 
·~, ~ ·Edition Publisher 
Year 
•Place your price RM' 
- - 
SEATOOLS & 
OISCWIZARD 
Wel,omc wenllllurt 
Home, ;_My§rofile. _MY.Account• _!y!!!!,.age, M;t;m:w Auction 
fllace your price lo •II Ihle book lo us 
Sells Book 
II.Ilk 
Figure 9.17 Sell Form 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.17: 
1. Users can use this sell form when they cannot find the book in our database. 
~ Title - Title of the book. It's a mandatory field. 
~ Author - Author of the book. 
~ ISBN - ISBN of the book. It's a mandatory field. 
~ Edition - Edition of the book. 
~ Publisher - Publisher of the book. 
~ Year - Publisher's Year of the book. 
~ Place Your Price- Place Your Price to the book. It's a mand tory field. 
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Search and Sell Books 
Fie Edit View fl'IOfbS Tools ~ 
o- • :;; @ i£J ~. /)s..tr.11 i(Fa....-. 
Add<;;_: ~ ~.;;;;;;;6000,~U:.~.~ 
Wtlcomt we~h9ur1 
Sell books to us 
\- - - l Search By TIU• v l Search I 
Check your new book with out book detaboso 
Book record$ 
#Sr Title 
PN>9runmlna PHft 
2 rocord founds. 
Figure 9.18 Search and Sell 
Description of the Figure 9 .18: 
l. Besides using the sell form as shows in the Figure 9.17, users can also search 
and sell books in the system. Firstly, they should search for the book. If the 
users found the book, then they can sell the book directly by filling the price 
of the book. 
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Add Books into Shopping Cart 
.o!lack · J 0 ~ ;j ./J'Jfflch -:if- - e 
~ .. , ~ tttp:ll-'-;mj-""".-fShopCM-:-tsP 
MerchantSclcct ::,: .. 
P.'t' n E ht1mfftfl ~.t\0\11Cf & 011rttor1 
Search How for: 
Turnkey Solutions 
W1lcom1tllll SalactCe!egoiy v l Seiorch I Tuecd4y,Fob1uary11,100J 11 
Home, ;_!!y:J!rofile, J Mv.Account, _jy:Meuage Books Auction Bull tin l!miljiilljt!l$ 
~t't)IPmrno 
>Mylkcou.~ 
~Myf..1u~~Tff."' 
>!l<!<,1: 
>J\11et•.y. 
) l lfl 
Tlus pag• 11 l\ll01!\.lh<olfy upda!t IU conttfllf .it11 ~ ucondt Why? 
Shopping Cart Content 
Books ID Tiiie Qu1ndly um Stall,. Acilon 
112 A 0111ldt To Dut.ignlng 1nd lmpltmentlng lu•I and WIO Aiu N•twolkr t AM 24.00 Not AWllll\ll• f n 
1•'11'3 A Gluld• To D"'lfgnln11 and lmpltrtt•ntina ltoal .Ind W1d• Aru N11M"5 1 
2 ltem11 founds. , 
Acc1lunt Celculatlon 
Account Calculatjon 
ltem0 Cun•~~= 2 
After purchnlng bel•nce 
l\ttount 
RM8.00 
• RN.,00 
RM JHJO 
0 Yes I hO'le check the booke I'm buying After pre.• aubm• button 11 cont1dt1 •old IYl'V'' '"'ud to 1 ho• k? 0 Comfirm Buying 
- ', ~ ~ ~ -- . 
l ·~'"' ~ " .... tll( .. 
, ...,,..,.......,~.,, . ...........,. __ ,,...... __ ..,,._~,,.-· -.' 
' .,.i , 
Figure 9.19 Shopping Cart 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.19: 
1. Virtual Business Center Subsystem provides shopping cart feature that 
allows users to add any selected used book to a temporary basket. Users are 
allowed to add more books to it or remove any books from it. See ( 1) in 
Figure 9.19. 
2. Users shou1d take note here. The principle m using this system is "First 
Come First Serve". Even though you have added a certain book into your 
shopping cart, you may not be successfully to purchase it. th ·r u er al ·o 
can select the same book to add it into their shopping cart. o the tatu in 
the shopping cart will displayed two pos ible . taluses, Available and Not 
Available. 
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3. When this book had been bought by other user, the status will displayed Not 
Available. If you see this status, you are not able to buy this book anymore; 
you can remove it from your shopping cart. THIS JS WHY T W · B 
PAGE WILL REFRESH ITS CONTENT AFTER 30 SECOND, see (4) in 
Figure 9. l 9. So you are advised to buy the books as soon as possible. 
4. Ho"7 to buy these books through the shopping cart? 
).;.> This shopping cart will automatically calculate the total price of the books. 
See (l) in the Figure 9.19. 
)..> Below the shopping cart, the Account Calculation table will how the current 
account balance before and after purcha ing the book . If the After 
Purchasing Balance is a negative value, then the u er is either need to top up 
the account or remove some books until the balanc bee m a p siti e 
value. In order to successfully purchase these book , the balance must be at 
least RM 0.00 [(2) in Figure 9.19]. 
)..> Before clicking at the Confirm Buying Button, the u er need t under tand 
that after clicking at the button, the book is considered old if the tran acti n 
is successful. So the user must check the check box before proceeding, ce 
(3) in Figure 9.19. 
).> After clicking the button, the y tern will h w the tatu of the pur ha ing 
whether Transaction Succe fully or ransa tion N t u ·c. sfull . , I) in 
Figure 9.20 
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Status of Purchasing Books 
Fie . Edit - FoYoritM Tools Help 
· 0 Bod( • .':,) 0 ~ ;j ).) Selltdl tl Fwvate< Meda 
;,.,;.,,.l!fl-ttl)~:eoeOi~.-~.j<p 
Welcomt 9tnhlurt 
You l1ave succe..iuuy pu11:hase 1 hook(t). 
s1~1us0 
Transacuon 
successfully 1 
'llsr 1111• 
1 A Giuide To Oesisigning and Implementing Local and Wide Area Networl<s 
Figure 9.20 Status of Purchasing Books 
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9.2. 7 Registered User - Auction Module 
Search and View Item Records 
OBock • ' • (~ ~ I, jlseorch '"(kFovottes Meclo 
Welcom1lall SeledCa!eqory .,. I Se'11~ I Tuesday, Fohltlary 11, 100) 
Search By 
lte111$ currently for sale 
Item ID Item Memo Asking Price Listing Dale Curren! Bid Did Time 
3l1 W1tol> RM 15.l!O 
-'~Action RM1000 • AM25..00 
3 4 tfyfo1ul• 
-----~~ 
• _ .... J~ ... ,.:, .. I~ .,. "• ',,_' ', 
Figure 9.21 Search and View Item Record 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.21: 
1. Users are allowed to search ((3) in Figure 9.21] and view all the posted items 
in the database. The records are displayed based on the expiration date of an 
item. If the expiration date of an item had already past, then the item will not 
be displayed in the list. 
2. The users are not allowed to place bid on their own item. 
3. The system will automatically determine the highest bidder for an item if the 
user has placed the highest bid on an item [(I) in ·i ure 9.21 l 
4. The system will also determine whether the item had been pl re .d 1 bid by 
other users or not, [(2) in Figure 9.2 t [. If not then the "No l id Pl 1 cd" v ill 
display, else will displayed the current bid and the biddin time. 
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5. If users are interest on any item, then they can click at the ID [(4) in Figures 
9.21] of the item to enter to auction center and place a bid on the item [see in 
Figure 9.22]. 
Bidding for an Item 
Mllos< .tiittti,~;;;oo.;;•Mt<~user/~.jsp?ot-.-SID-30 
Hornei Mv.Pirofile .J!!Y.Account. Mv.Memge Book• Bulletin .§!:!gP,P.ingf ll!l. 
e-Market System Biddi~Jfor Watch 
Jlld Hlltory (Hlghett hid will l111 lhS1). 
Bidder ID Old Date Amount Old 
AM 21')0 
LHI Cheng• 
RM2100 JI 
t records found. 
Allcllon llotalll 
,Q '1\ RM2000v 
1 
ftM2i00 
8tll11: 
l11nPtllMI • 
"NoOlllik: 
HIQMft81d 
Hlghafl Dldd11' 
tt.utD•t• 
CIOI• D1t•: 
Tltne l.Att: 
0111ttUty 
HtmlD: 
EntuVour M1>dmu"' llld: 
lluc;tlon Detail 
·- .....,......,._""'I:--....-~--·- .. . . ~ .. " . . . ~ .,. ~ 
Figure 9.22 Bidding for an Item 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.22: 
1. For example a user is bidding on the Watch. 
2. Please refer to Figure 9.9 for description of l 8t table about the bidder. 
3. User can view the seller information by clicking at the seller I at the 2°1 
table [(1) in Figure 9.22]. 
4. The page will show the dynamic remaining dat and time Ci r this it m to he 
bidded. 
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5. Lastly, the user can place the bid on this item. The bid must more than the 
previous bid or the minimum price for the item. 
Post an Item 
Ffo Edit Ylow_._F""°'\tes Tools tiOtl 
OBock. u [!'.] ~ .~l ,.,..)s-ch '-F- 
AcldrOsf .o)h;~j;;;;;..,a"iQ,.;;_/.,..;/w:dt.J<I> r-- SEATOOLS & OISCWIZARD 
W1teom1 lllll Select Category v l SeClfc:h J 
!>lease add/edit the following Items for 1ale: 
ltemName : 1 
Description : L 
~IO?g ,Price (RM) [ 
Minimum Price (RM)• : I 
Listing Date : 2003-02-11 09 14 39 
Exp1rabon Dale : I M 
[ Addft•mForSell j[ R11so1 j 
J'l•Ha ~dd/od!t tho rnrrowlng It""'" fur ule 
-- ~-' -~ 
~t11~1n1!r-•·M< .. 
Figure 9.23 Post an Item for Auction 
Descriptions of the Figure 9 .23: 
1. User can post an item for sale through the form shown in Figure 9.23 
2. We will charge a small service charge of RM 1.00 each time the user wants 
to post an item for sale. So the user's account must have at least RM 1.00 
each time he I she posts an item. 
3. You have to key in the entire fields for a new item for ale. Atter y u ha c 
completed the form, please make sure you really want to post this item for 
sale. This is because a posted item is not allowed to be delet d until the it m 
is sold. 
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View Posted Items 
-'!ieMaiketSy:;tem·M1Lrn~oftlntr•nwtfxplurer, , .· .,· ·. , , ,. . -.; ..... 1', ~ •• L •• , - ~-· • • • ~: ~1 ... :]f5( 
Ale Edit Ylew FOVOl'tes Tools H°'3 
0 Bad< • • ~ ~ I ; ! J h111ch "/Jl FlMX'bS 
M-i. .. , l¥'l ttip,,/werllau';mr.;;;;~;;..JSeill-.,;--- - r~...;.;;;:.;.;:::.:,:....;.~.:..;,..,.;_;_,.;,;;.-...;....._;_;.:..:,.,....,,_...~--;;;;;:;:;;;;;:::;;::;:;:;::;::;::;;;::;::::;::::::;::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;::==~==========-' 
jobs. internet .corn 
W1lcom1all 
Bulletin 
H1t\i1I. ·(itq 
>'t'1iJAV .. IJl:t 
>MyM l(le 
!·<:tl:f fl J :it 
>~J..ll>1!Ll!IJ!ll!~' 
You currently have the followlhg llelll$ for s•le: 
StoddD ltemName AsklngPrlce MlnPrlce llstlngD•te ExplrallonDate ltemStatus Cu~~:nt :i~. Action 
>/II !QI! :JG bbl• RM 10 00 RM t0.00 2003-02-08 2003-0»0 Ots.:221'1 00'()()1)() 
A1 d;da RM?e.00 RM26.00 200)-02-08 2003-03-20 0!1'"4.o8 0000:00 
2 item(s) found. 
...... 
>"ft,' ltt\U 
Figure 9.24 View Posted Items 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.24: 
1. After you have posted an item, you can view the listing item by clicking at 
the "View Listing Items". 
2. You can update [(l) in Figure 9.24] the details of the items by clicking at the 
"Edit" at the Action column. 
3. You also can post a new item by clicking at the "Add New Item for Sale" 
[(2) in Figures 9.24]. 
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Edit Posted Item 
~]up1fntineOdttl·Mir.rm.oflfnternetfxplore1 ."''~ , ' 1 • • - • .ilfj_.] 
r:u:;,. .......... -~.-- _.__ -----··· - 
- Atl:lie« .ttJ http;//wenho<J':B080/eMor1<.et/-/s.l..lxlate.jsp71d-311 
ttJtyfJ(lfil· 
>Uy S'\(.j;-OHUl 
>J!)i~lll' 
ltell)llOetall 
, Aur.ft0n 
:0 SQM Lil f' U srn ... 
• v:. lt•J1'\ll ~. :f{l" 
•Pm-J Hem~ 
">U~l 
> r~~ll1J 'l}P}b~( 
>A!;i:IJI!I Ul: 
Item ID 
ltemName 
f Power, u:secl erouncl 1 year. 
Description 
Images 
: \1550 
; 2000 
: 2003-02-01 08:17:14 
, : \2003-03·190000008 0 
. Acllve 2 
: watch jpg Ch •••JI •11•• 
I Updc.10 ) I Ra1e1 ) 
Asking Price(RMJ 
, Minimum Price(RMJ 
Llftlng Date 
Expir11tion Date 
Item Status 
lte,,,..Detell 
Old History (Nowhl ll'lled 111$1) 
Bidder ID Bid Date 
31 2003-02-11 0911.35 
bid Hlotory (Newl'll listed fll'lrt) 
Amount Bid Lest Change 
RM2100 RM21 00 
- ··- - ~· -· .. - 
-:h<•'l-"IO<JP~•·Mno., 
Figure 9.25 Edit Posted Item and Sell Posted Item 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.25: 
1. The Edit page will have 2 type of status. There are "Active" and "Pending 
and Sold". 
2. The main difference from these 2 types of status is that when the item is in 
status "Active", it is updatable. The seller is allowed to update it. But when 
the item is either in status "Pending" or "Sold", the item is not updatable. 
3. Seller can update the item for those changeable fields. The update function 
includes the image upload for this item. The image will display [ I) in Figure 
9.25] when the seller successfully upload it. eller al o can chan to the imu c 
by clicking at the "Change Image", see (2) in Figure .2 . 
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4. Seller also can sell this item to the highest bidder by clicking at Action of the 
link at the bottom of the page. System will automatically determine the 
highest bidder. See (3) in Figure 9.25. 
Auction Completed 
Flo Edt View F.....,,tos Took HO\o 
- 0 Back • ...) Lil ~ ;l ,.. ' Se«dl \'t F- - {') 
~,;, JE:~~-;-6080/~.-JSe1ro.,..,~~I0""4e 
t>ll II 
jobn. internet. com 
W1lcom11nni.url Tueodey, I eb1u"y 11, 7001 • 17 1 I' Back 
Sale Completed I ho bu~,r wm now be nottfied 
Item Name 
Asking Pnce 
Bid Amount 
15 50 
. 21 00 
Bidder Tai Ching Han 
E-mail · l:lli@yahoo com 
Sale Complotod The buyvr will nuw be notlOud 
Figure 9.26 Auction Completed 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.26: 
1. When the user click at the "Click to sell to this bidder", (1) in Figure 9.26 
will display the bidding information and the bidder contact information. 
2. Seller needs to wait the acceptance from the buyer before this clling 
transaction is completed. 
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Sales Notification 
Flo Edit View Fevatos Tools ~ 
.ol!od<. 
u er 
Content Manaiement 
CDIFUUCI a EUO • 2002 n..1 ..... 1 .... , .. ,...,.~l·-.....~~ 
' Salec:tCalagoiy .., I SaM:h I luesday, Februaiy 11, :1003 II n 1U I' 
Auction 
> JlrO!Un 
>f,').I' ltcrn(SfM 
~h-1,rft!"SJ: It: 
;. Bu..-i~~ 
>~ittlu:• 
>Ru~ .th! 
> '\,1 .. l\1(oH 
>l<.bOI I~ 
You have p'laced ihe winning bid on thaae items: 
#Sr Item Name Winning Bid 
1 W1tdl RM21.00 
Click at purchese link t.o complote this tranHctlon. 
You have request on those bookll: 
./#Sr ' ' Title Price Action 
1 A Gluld• To Otd .. gnlno •rod tmpltmtntlroo Loo.al •nd Wld• AJ•• H•'-" RM 21.CJIS V 0 11(1t11 d a II f r11 
CJiclc at purehase link to complete this trenuctlon. 
Introduction eMarket System 
This system pr0V1des a good and wide opportunity ror students (as supplier) to advcrtJse end sell 
their second hand products and students (as buyer) to buy second produc from supplier or sellers 
E-Market provides auction activities and pun:hase-selhng used books among student 
The main powertul unique feature that provide by the E-Market system is 1he electronlcelly m Ming 
payment. Electronic payment Electronic payment allows payment to be made lhrough prepaid 
token system This ideal Is similar to a user who buys a prepaid relo d card and applyfng a few 
simple steps to reload the air time credit or the mobile phone Prepaid IDken ')'Siem 1' 'pectffc111y 
il.'Jjav""1'\>t:~ll-.J<l)15!0-il') 
Figure 9.27 Sales Notification 
Descriptions of the Figure 9.27: 
1. This web page is difference from Figure 9.1 by the 2 notification of the sale 
to this user. 
2. The first table shows that the user had placed a winning bid on this item. The 
user now is needed to click at the "Purchase" to complete the transaction. 
User can view the item details by clicking at the "View Detail" to clarify the 
item before buying. 
3. After the user confirming by clicking at the "Purchase", the ellcr will b 
notified. The seller and buyer will contact each other to c change th item 
and money. 
4. The second table shows that the u er had rcque ton the particul r book. Th 
system had found the book for the user. o u er now i nee id to .ltc u th 
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"Purchase" to complete the transaction. User can view the book details by 
clicking at the "View Detail" to clarify the book before buying. Also the user 
can remove the requested book but this is not recommended by the system. 
This "Remove" link is normally used when the book is not the requested 
book by the user. 
5. After user clicking at the "Purchase", the process of the purchasing and 
selling is considered complete. 
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